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Abstract

This study explores the strategies and approaches grade ten leamers in Eritrea use
when studying a given mathematical model.

In this study, ten learners selected from a grade ten mathematics class had been
presented with a mathematical modelling task. The study has two different parts.
Firstly, the observable behavior of learners when they studied a given model is
discussed and analyzed. The model that was given to them was a module dealing
with the "human development index". It was an excerpt from 1994 human
development report. In this part, leamers became familiarized with the whole
process of modelling, which could help them to solve other related modelling
problems. Secondly, observable behavior of leamers, when they were engaged in
constructing a similar model was analyzed. In this part, learners were asked to
develop a community development index.

Two methods of data collection were used:

1. Participant observation with the help of videotaping
2. Interviews which were recorded on audio tape

Analysis was embedded in the conceptual model of activity system as proposed by
Engestrom. Results of analysis of this study show that the main difference between
the traditional and emerging activity systems of teaching-learning mathematics lies
in the main components of the system - the tools, the rules, the division of labour
and the object as well as the outcome of the system.

Based on this study, the following recommendations to improve the quality of
teaching-learning strategies of mathematics in Eritrean secondary schools are made:

A variety of approaches and strategies of teaching-learning mathematics in
general, and of mathematical modelling in particular, must be incorporated into
the new curriculum design.

Mathematical modelling problems should integrate many of the necessary skills,
which allow learners to explore strategies of their own.
Mathematical modelling problems could be introduced and tested in grade ten
mathematics classrooms in the form of projects already required in the syllabus.
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Chapter One

Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Back ground of the study

Modern formal education in Eritrea was first introduced during the Italian colonial

period (1890 - L94I). Like the majority of the African countries which were under

the colonial administrations, the purpose of education during this period was to serve

colonisers as troops, clerks, interpreters and machine operators. The language of

instruction during this colonial period was Italian. The main goal of teaching the

Eritrean child during this period was " to inform the native child of Italy's ancient

and present glory and greatness so that the child might become a conscious

militiaman under the Italian flag" (Distefano, 1998; 71). Even with these colonial

objectives, the educational opportunity for Eritreans was very limited. According to

Distefano, there were only 523 Eritrean students enrolled in colonial schools in 1923.

These students were being accommodated in only five government schools, while

there were 25 secondary schools to accommodate the Italians (Ertzgaard,l995; 17).

The school curriculum during this period indicates that subjects like arts, crafts,

hygiene, history, geography and arithmetic were part of the Italian school program.

The Eritrean student was confined to four years of schooling and his academic

achievements were restricted to the limit of knowing the four arithmetical

operations, to speak the Italian language moderately, know the principles of

hygiene and know the history of the great nation, Italy. The change of the colonial

power from Italian to British in 1941 had brought a great change to the Eritrean

education. Local communities started to play an active role in establishing new

1
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schools and financing its administration by, paying the teacher's salary. The school

syllabus had both theoretical and practical conterrts. Some of the practical subjects

include - shoe-making, metal work, knitting and gardening (Ertzgaard, 1995; 18).

The medium of instruction was Tigrigna, Arabic and Kunama at primary level and

English at the middle level. The goal of British educational structure was to train

Eritreans as functionaries in the administration with the main objective of reducing

management costs. Thus, according to Distefano, one of the main goals of British

colonial education was "to force Eritreans into wage economy and to help break up

tribal solidarity" (Distefano, 1998; 7l). It was during the federation period from

1952 to 1962 that education expanded dramatically in Eritrea. This expansion was

particularly evidenced during the first half of the period. "The federation brought

the right of education to all Eritrean citizens" (Ertzgaard, 1995; 19). But, starting

from the second half of the federation period, the influence of the Ethiopian

goveflrment was becoming increasingly evident. During this period, the school

system of Eritrea adopted the three levels of schooling existing at present - the

primary level, the middle level and the secondary level.

During the first years of annexation, education continued to develop. The number

of both private and governmental schools showed surprising increments. Eritreans

were fully aware of the importance of education. But soon after the outbreak of the

Ethiopian revolution in 1974, and the emergence of the Ethiopian military

goverunent (Dergue), educational progress started to deteriorate in Eritrea. As a

result of the civil war, which follorved the outbreak of the revolution, educational

projects were hampered, teachers and students were persecuted and tortured and

most of them fled the country or joined the struggle. After independence in 1991,

Eritrea entered a new and different era. The government of Eritrea had declared

education to be a right of all citizens in accordance with the UN declaration

(Woldemicael, 1992;3). Some of the general objectives of the education system

after independence include:

To produce a population equipped with necessary skills, knowledge and

2
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culture for a self-reliant and modem economy

To make the basic education available to all

(Ministry of Education, 1998; l)

In planning of a national curriculum, under the department of education, one of the

general principles underlined was that "educational content should be rooted in the

social, cultural and economical environment of the country" (Ertzgaard,1995;22).

The current emphasis placed on mathematics education in general and the

incorporation of mathematical modelling and applications into the secondary

school curriculum in particular, cannot be viewed in isolation from the above

general policies and principles of education in Eritrea. Some goals of mathematics

education in Eritrea, accorCing to Ministry of Education (2001; 1), include:

To develop mathematical skill among students, which will enable them to

function in all practical affairs of life;

To deepen their appreciation of the importance and role of mathematics in the

society;

To develop in pupils positive attitude towards the subject and thus enjoy

leaming it;

To enable everyone to master mathematics in accordance with his/her abilities

and prepare the capable ones for higher education;

To provide pupils with mathematical tools which they can use in other

subjects.

In this study, learners' potential knowledge acquired from school and outside the

school was used to explore the existing strategies and approaches they use when

they study a given mathematical model. The study had been conducted with

minimum possible extemal interventions. These interventions were in some

special occasions where guidance was needed. The motivation behind such an

a
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approach, according to Fclwards and Hamson (1996; vii), is to direct learners

towards building up necessary skills in a systematic way. Through the given

mathematical model, "human development index", different strategies and

approaches of modelling were discussed. After all these discussions and sharing of

experiences, a similar exercise on mathematical modelling was given. Learners'

task on this exercise was to develop a "community development index" using their

own strategies and approaches and with the help of the experiences they gained

from the given example.

1.2 Statement of the problem

One of the aims of teaching mathematics in Eritrean secondary schools is "to

acquire basic knowledge of and to master skills combined with an ability to apply

them efficiently and accurately in real situations... " (Ministry of Education,200l;

1). To this end, some basic mathematical structures that lend themselves to

modelling like graphs, equations and inequalities, index numbers, numerical-tables

etc. are included in the content of the Eritrean secondary school syllabus.

However, besides this inclusion and the general policies and principles of

education in Eritrea, little success has been accomplished in involving learners

actively with mathematical modelling activities. In line with this issue, the existing

strategies and approaches learners use when studying a given mathematical model

must be explored befbre designing different approaches of teaching modelling in a

classroom. Under this general objective, the researcher will specifically deal with

grade ten leamers to explore what approaches and strategies they use when they

study a given model.

Studying a given model can help leamers in many different ways. They can use it

as a "framework" to solve for themselves other unrelated problems of a similar

difficulty. Besides this, through understanding of the given model, they can leam

how to tune and adjust a given model and analyze the assumptions made. Besides

all this, studying an existing mcdel can help them to explore new situations where

4
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mathematical modelling can be used.

Increasingly over the past few years, and specifically after the independence of

Eritrea, more emphasis has been given to root the educational contents in the

social, cultural and economical environment of the country. Thus, the goals of

mathematics education had being changing with time. At this time, acquiring basic

knowledge combined with an ability to apply them efficiently in real situations and

prepare learners for the work place and future education has become one of the

main objectives of education.

In preparing leamers for the work place, one usually needs more than algebra or

geometry alone. Teaching or including mathematical modelling integrates

mathematics with the real world. In doing so, it has the nature of cross connecting

various subjects. Some of the buming questions that arise from this feature of

mathematical modelling are :

Is there any possibility to include mathematical modelling in our secondary school

curriculum? If yes, how can mathematical modelling be taught in class?

The purpose of this study is to explore the strategies and approaches learners of

grade ten use when they study a given mathematical model and to initiate other

researchers who might have interest to conduct further studies on the same issue.

1.3 Significance of the study

Globally, there has been a shift over the recent years, from perceiving mathematics

as an abstract and theoretical body of knowledge; to a subject that has utility and

relevance in real life (Mogari, 2001; 204). In this view, learning mathematics

should involve argumentation, justification and negotiations rather than

memorizing a set of procedures.

5
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However, students of our secondary schools are used to study mathematical

concepts and formulas by remembering and rnemorizing strings of words and

mathematical symbols without really understanding what they mean. From my

experience as a secondary school mathematics teacher for the last fifteen years,

mathematics has been considered as a difficult subject by majority of the students.

One of the reasons that might contribute to this belief could be that mathematics in

a classroom had been given without any association to the outside world

experiences and without letting students know the interrelations in their own

natural reasoning powers. Even after they complete the high school level, with

exception of sorne, the majority does not knorv how to apply their knowledge

learnt in classrooms to solve any real world problems.

If leamers are required to be productive citizens, they must acquire experiences in

solving a variety of exte-nded and none routine problems while they are still in

schools. To achieve this goal, the researcher believes that the inclusion of

mathematical modelling and applications in classroom practices could play an

important role. To this end, the mini-thesis has the following goals:

To explore the strategies and approaches learners of grade ten use when

studying a given mathematical model;

a

a

a

To let learners be aware of and explore some social practices where

mathematical modelling can be applied;

To remind the concemed departments of Education to initiate further research

projects on the possibilities of incorporating mathematical modelling and

applications in our secondary school curriculum.

1,4 The scope of the study

The nature of my research requires close survey and observations of subjects

6
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involved in the study. Ten grade ten learners of Semaetat secondary school located

at Asmara, the capital city of Eritrea, have been selected as participants of the

study. I used to teach in the above-mentioned secondary school for fourteen years.

This helped me to gain the required staff co-operation and access to facilitate my

study smoothly.

After necessary introductions had been made, the ten selected participants formed

two randomly chosen groups. Each group had equal number of members. One

member from each group was chosen as a group leader. To facilitate observation

and interviewing, two videotapes and one audiotape recorders were used.

As a nationwide rule, all secondary school learners in Eritrea go to school either in

the morning or in the afternoon shifts depending on the particular arrangements

made by the administration of each school. All participants of this study were

taken from the morning shift. For this reason, I used some of the aftemoon shifts

and most of the weekends as convenient time for meeting and discussion sessions.

The entire time spent for collecting data was one month and the total contact time

was around twelve hours for each group.

1.5 Limitation of the study

The study had the following drawbacks

The study was limiteci to one secondary school and the number of participants

in this study was small. As a result, it cannot be taken as a true picture of the

situation as a whole. The study area and the samples taken may not be taken as

representative of all secondary schools. Thus the findings of the study cannot

be generalised.

Selection of participants was based on their previous year grade records. Ten

students with the best average mark were selected for the purpose of the study.

o

a
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This could also be another limiting factor to generalize the findings of the

study.

Most of the times, participants were using convenient and co-operative kind of

settings. Usually, they were holding round table discussions in the compound

of the school. In this setting sometimes, for technical reasons, I had used only

one videotape recorder instead of two. As a result, it was difficult to record the

entire atmosphere at a time. In such situations, some activities of participants

were not recorded properly.

Even though its effect to the continuity and progress of the study was not

significant, there were two absenteeisms and three late comings by some

individual participants during the entire period of the study. In fact, some

special arrangernents had been made to solve the problem. However, since the

semester examination period was approaching, the problem was not solved

completely.

1.6 Organization of the study

The paper is organized in five chapters in the following manner:

Chapter one includes the background and the motivation behind the study

In chapter two, a review of the relevant literature on different approaches and

strategies of teaching-leaming mathematical modelling and the procedures of

analysis are dealt with.

Chapter three discusses the research methodology. Two methods, which

complement each other, were chosen as means of collecting data. Participant

observation was made on both groups while they were discussing and writing.

After this, two individuals from each group were chosen for further person-to-

8
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person interviews. The interviews are recorded on audiotape. Finally, each group

had submitted its finai findings in a report form.

In chapter four, the collected data is analyzed with the help of the literature review

In chapter five, findings of the study are discussed. This chapter also includes the

conclusion of the study with some recommendations.

9
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Chapter Two

The Literature Review

2.1 Mathematical modelling - an overview

...the application of mathematics to problems of natural science, of

technology and commerce is so powerful that mathematics appears as one

of the most, perhaps the most, highly developed mental tools available to

us for dealing with our physical environment.

(Skemp, 1979; 17)

Most people consider rnathematics as a self-sufficient field of knowledge that does

not rely on other areas of science or other disciplines. This view is reinforced by

the majority of the problems that we see in our school mathematics, which tend to

be well structured and have unique solutions. According to Cross and Moscardini

(1985; l5), each problem we solve as students in class is complete in itself; it

contains only the necessary information and requires, at worst, a modification of a
routine application of mathematical techniques to obtain the only correct answer.

If for instance, we look at the nature of the word problems, which dominate our

school textbooks, most of them are mathematical problems masked in words but

not affixed in any sort of reality. These are types of problems, which Pollak (1969;

397) calls these problems "pure whimsy problems". They are puzzle like

mathematical tasks, which require mere application of routine mathematical

techniques.

A study made by two Belgians and one Northern Irish researchers (Verschaffel et.

al 2000; 17), provides us with an informative issue within the content of word

l0
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problems in mathematics education. Their findings point out that students often

perceive word problerns as "artificial, puzzle-llke tasks, which have to be solved

algorithmically by selecting the obviously required operation with numbers given

without taking into account the conditions of the problem text. However, in real

life applications, such tidy state of affairs occurs or manifests itself rarely. As de

Lange et al (1993; 8) point out, "the traditional image of mathematics as a

structure that is finished and well defined - where the truth plays the leading role

and dullness reigns - is slowly being replaced by the picture of a dynamic, ever

improving and exciting science....". Subjects like mathematical modelling and

other topics, which are closely related to daily life, have a great contribution in

changing public impressions on mathematics. In the following paragraphs, the

discussion will focus on the meaning of "model" and "mathematical modelling".

Aris (1979; 1) defined a rnodel as being derived from "modus" (a measure). The

term "tnodel" according to his definition implies a "change of scale in its
representations" and only later in its history did it acquire the meaning of " a type

of design". However, the word model (without its adjective mathematical) has

been and is still used in a number of different senses by many philosophers as well

as scientists. Aris (1979, 1), defined mathematical model in the following way:

"the term mathematical model will be used for any complete and consistent set of
rnathematical equations which is thought to correspond some other entity, its

prototype." In this definition, the term prototype represents any physical

biological, social psychological or conceptual entity. It may also represent another

mathematical model. Having this in mind, let's see how different authors view

mathematical modelling.

Mathematical modelling, according to Cross and Moscardini (1985; l5), is "an

activity which requires rather more than one ability just to solve complex sets of
equations, difficult though this may be". In these authors' view, mathematical

modelling comprises an attempt to develop a coherent representation of the

behavior of some system or process, from a mass of largely irrelevant disordered

ll
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data.

In this context, rnathematical modelling can be viewed as a process of "problem

reduction" which involves the transformation of some idealized form of the real-

world situation into mathematical terms. It utilizes an analogy to help understand

the nature of complex systems. Thus "a mathematical model is a mathematical

structure that approximates the features of a phenomenon; and the process of

devising a mathematical model is called mathematical modelling" (Swetz and

Hartzler,l99l; 1).

Niss and Blum (1991; l1) defined the notion of mathematical modelling as part of

the process in problem solving. According to these authors, problern solving has

four steps of which the process of rnathematical modelling comprises the first two.

As a first step, the situation has to be simplified, idealized and structured with

appropriate conditions and assumptions. In the second step, its data, concepts,

relations, conditions and assumptions are to be translated into mathematics. This is

what Niss and Blum (1991; 11) have phrased as "the real model has to be

mathematised". These were, according to Niss and Blum, the two major steps in

modelling. In Niss and Blum's view, the process of mathematical modelling

doesn't include the third and the fourth steps of problem solving; which are "the

choice of suitable mathematics and work within it" as well as the "interpretation".

Niss and Blum (1991; 1l) have clearly distinguished between the following three

terms: Mathematising, Modelling and Problern solving. Later in this chapter, I will

try to discuss other authors' opinion on the ncn-existence of these clearly

distinguished marks betwecn these three terms and how these authors' have

outlined the hierarchical stages of mathematical modelling in a different way. The

following paragraph will discuss some of the purposes of mathematical modelling

and the distinguishing features of models from reality.

Mathematica.l nrodeiling can help us to understand complicated systems and to

l2
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make predictions or generalizations about the whole system or subsystems. As

Cross and Moscardini (1985; 16) point out, we continually use simplified

representations and idealizations to enhance our understanding of systems and

make predictions about their behavior. Usually models of a given system may not

be very precise representations of the actual system. Models are not exact replicas

of reality but contain only some of its essential elements. They are partial and

never represent the entire system. In Cross and Moscardini's view, modelling is an

activity which is fundamental to a scientific method. Each model merely reflects

mathematical description of a hypothesis concerning the behavior of some

physical process or other. At this point it is important to make a distinction

between models and reality, because lack of distinction between them may have

severe negative consequences. Once a successful rnodel is accepted by majority

and is confused with reality, it will take time and great effort to discard or modiff

the model after it is discredited or whenever it requires modifications. As Cross &

Moscardini (1985; 17) stated, people tend to refuse accepting a new model if it
merely contradicts with their old beliefs or faith even if scientific facts approve it.

In this sense models, if confused with reality, may play a negative role in the

history of progress of mankind

The fact that models never replicate a system leads us to another fact that models

are not unique representations of a given system. This means as Cross and

Moscardini (1995; 17) put, models represent different things to different people.

One's environment, background and objectives heavily influence one's conceptual

view of a given model. The same is also true when we deal with mathematical

modelling. In this sense mathematical modelling is an art, which involves

experiences and intuitions of individuals in addition to the basic mathematical

modelling skills.

Thus taking into consideration, the restricted link between mathematics and reality

on one hand, and the intentions of the modeler on the other, the choice of an

appropriate model is really an art, which requires skill and experience to master

l3
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some of its fundamental techniques. In the follo',1'ing paragraph, the processes of

mathematical modelling will be discussed.

In the process of mathematical modelling, besides the problem of adopting a

suitable framework, the choice of an appropriate mathematical model is also not an

easy task. There is no ready-made theory, which can foretell which model is

suitable under a given situation. It requires skill and experience. Some authors

argue that the ability of choosing an appropriate model is more or less an art.

According to Davis and Heish" cited by Niss and Blum (1991) l2)," the resulting

model depends on the intentions of the modeler, whether it is a question of

description, of prediction, or of prescription". From the above arguments, it can be

stated that different experiences and intuitions plus the intention of individual

modelers have certain influences in the process of mathematical modelling.

However, despite these different experiences and conceptual views of individuals

to a given model, the stages for the process of modelling as stated by many authors

are more or less similar. The following paragraph will discuss some basic and

typical hierarchical stages in the process of mathematical modelling.

The National Council of Teachers' of Mathematics (NCTM) has outlined

hierarchical stages for the process of modelling, which with some modifications

provides a basic framework for conducting a research on mathematical modelling

in mathematics education. The NCTM (Swetz and Hartzler, l99l; 3) identified

four main stages:

1. Observing phenomena; delineating the problem situation inherent in the

phenomenon and discerning the important factors/parameters that affect

the problem.

2. Conjecturing the relationships among factors and interpreting them

mathematically to obtain a model for the phenomenon.

3. Applying appropriate mathematical analysis to the model obtaining

results and interpreting them in the context of the phenomenon under

t4
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study and drawing conclusions.

4. Obtaining results and interpreting thern in the context of the

phenomena under study and drawing conclusions.

These stages can be schematically represented in the form of a closed cycle as

follows:

observation

interpretation

formulation

analysis

interpretation

The above modelling process is not the only complete process. It can be modified

or some more stages can be added. For instance, the testing and refinement of the

model can be included as a fifth stage and so on. But, the main objective in

modelling is not to formulate complicated stages that will produce refined results.

According to Fowkes and Mahony (1,994; 2), "the main challenge in modelling is

not to produce the most comprehensive descriptive rnodel but to produce the

simplest possible model that incorporate the major features of the phenomenon of

interest."

Research can be conducted at each stage of the process, and each level can be

taken as a unit of analysis or the entire system can be taken as the unit of analysis.

Finally, I would like to close this topic by mentioning some of the reasons

Mathematical
Model

Real-world
Phenomenon

Mathematical
Conclusions

Conclusions
predictions
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suggested by Cross and Moscardini (1985; 20), why we should apply

mathematical models in all economic, social and management activities:

l. Mathematical models are less expensive than physical models

2. Mathematical models have a potential to identifu sources of any

problem on the process and when the problem is traced, modifications

to the design can be implemented and tested quickly.

3. The effects of optimizing a system with respect to a production rate,

quality, cost etc. may be assessed fairly and readily.

4. Economic rnodels may be used in assessing various budget options to

control the economy.

Since mathematical modelling is so vital in solving various real world problems, it

is worth teaching its techniques to our students. The main problem concerning this

issue is how to deal with mathematical modelling problems in classroom situation.

Addressing this issue, Swetz (1991), comments that mathematical modelling

should be taught as a process.

Certainly, mathematical modelling involves a problem, but it should not be seen

merely as a collection of problems and their solutions. More important, according

to Swetz (1991), "modelling is a multistage process that evolves from the

identification and mathematical articulation of a problem through its eventual

solution and the testing of that solution in the original problem situation". In this

multistage process which may demand creativity and innovation, acquiring the

basic skills and applying them effectively is the main objective of studying a given

mathematical model in schools.

2.2 Mathematical modelling skills

The process of solving problems with the help of mathematical modelling is by its

very nature a practical and creative activity involving different stages, which
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demand a variety of skills. For variety of reasons we need to know what

mathematical modelling abilities or skills our leamers de.zelop when they are given

a mathematical modelling problem.

Questions, like why we need to incorporate mathernatical modelling into the

secondary school curriculum and how do we deal with it, depends mainly on the

number of skills mathematical modelling is intended to develop in our students.

But before specifuing some basic skills of mathematical modelling, let's first

consider some general abilities expected from a mathematics student as described

by Mclone (1984). Mcl-one, in his attempt to answer the question "can

mathematical modelling be taught?" pointed out four central abilities (skills) for

the mathematics student. These are the technical lutowledge, discovery, criticism

and communication. He further clarified them as follows:

Technical knowledge;

-The acquisition of basic techniques and theory,

-Use of techniques to solve standard problems,

-Use of existing techniques in unfamiliar situation.

a

a

a

Discovery;

-Improvisations of new techniques when the existing ones are

inadequate,

-Abstraction of a unifuing principle from a class of situations,

-Formulation of a problem in mathematical terms.

Criticism;

-Organization of material (from books, papers, etc.),

-Assessment of suitability of different mathematical models,

-Asking of pertinent questions in a mathematical situation leading to

criticizing of (a) own and (b) others work.
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Communication;

-Communication of ideas, results, in mathematical form,

-Communication of mathematical results to non-mathematicians,

-Work effectively in a group.

(Mclone, 1984;480)

More or less the above mathematical abilities are skills that we are trying to

achieve from mathematical modelling by incorporating it into the school

curriculum. According to Cross and Moscardini (1985;76),by learning the basic

art of mathematical modelling it is meant that, by the end of the course, students

should:

I. Have the confidence to attempt to make sense of an ill-posed

problem with a large amount of mostly irrelevant data;

II. Be able to rationalize the ill-posed problem into an unambiguous

question to be answered that utilizes a subset of the data available;

IIL Be able to develop a mathematical description of the system that

will enable a valid answer to be generated to the above question;

IV. Be able to solve the resulting set of equations and substantiate the

validity of the model;

V. Be able to make predictions using the model which answer the

question posed in II above;

VI. Be able to prepare a written report on the modelling exercise,

including recommendations, and in addition make a verbal

presentation defending the model and its predictions.

In these authors' view, the good modeler must be able to do rather more than

merely formulate set of equations and solve them mathematically.

To sum up, from the above arguments, one can understand that abilities and skills
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can be highlighted when rnathematical modelling is incorporated with the school

curriculum. Mathernatical modelling is of course much wider than just

mathematics or just education. In addition to the skills gained as de Lange et al.

(1993; 56) commented, it also implies "a vitality to look for more innovative

solutions to life's problems". In these writers' view, mathematical modelling also

implies basically optimistic, rational, exploratory and forward-looking form of life.

According to Swetz and Harzler (1991; 2), mathematical modelling is also a type

of problem solving because, it shares characteristics like computation,

interpretation and finding answers and all other skills required by problem solving,

but it is also distinctly different. Frequently, in a mathematical modelling situation,

a phenomenon that is seemingly non-mathematical in context must be modelled.

Thus mathematical modelling is a systematic process that draws on many skills

and, as suggested by Swetz and Hartzler (1991; 2), it employs the higher cognitive

activities, of interpretation, analysis, and synthesis. The next topic deals with how

these problem-solving and modelling activities can be carried out in classrooms.

2.3 Varieties of teaching mathematical modelling

In trying to identiff the different ways of teaching mathematical modelling and

applications, the main problem I faced was, that most modelling books,

mathematical modelling journals, and papers written on the art of mathematical

modelling praise its virtues and give smart definitions in terms of its use, but, say

very little about how it can be taught successfully. The following discussion on the

varieties of teaching mathematical modeling is therefore based on some authors'

way of presenting the topic in their respective books.

One of these approaches views the whole modelling process as a closed system. In

this approach, a given mathematical model is studied step by step following an

outlined set of procedures. In other words, leamers use models as objects of

learning. These models serve as realistic illustrations of the actual use of
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mathematics. Various steps in the development of the model are studied with the

help of illustrations by Ciscussing some real world problems.

In this approach, contexts mainly emerge from outside-of-mathematics. This

method of studying a given mathematical model with the help of illustrations can

help learners to understand the whole notion of modelling and its wide

applications. Learners in this approach are not passive participants, they are

supposed to understand the different assumptions taken at each step and need to

justifo or oppose them. In other words, according to this approach, rnathematical

modelling is viewed as a process and it must be taught as a process (Swetz; 1991).

This framework then may be used as a basis for learners to solve for themselves

other unrelated problems of similar difficulty. In a classroom situation, learners

may be given similar mathematical modelling activities as a group task after

studying a given mathematical model.

At this time studying a given mathernatical model is a widely used approach and it

has began to be offered separately from the ordinary mathematics courses. An

evidence for this could be the book written by Edwards and Hamson (1996) which

is mainly designed to be used as introductory course in mathematical modelling,

whether in scientific context or business environment. A good deal of the material

on which such courses are based stems from many newly published case

collections (Niss; 1985). Part of the study made in this research follows this

approach in exploring learners' strategies and approaches when studying a given

mathematical model. Learners involved in this study will be given a model as an

"object of leaming".

Another way of teaching mathematical modelling is a complete immersion of

participants (leamers). This method can be applied with a couple of lectures on the

basic principles of, and a systematic approach to, mathematical modelling.

According to Cross and Moscardini (1985; 55), this featured some detailed

discussion of modelling structure, which indicated the successful transfer of real
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world problem to a sr"ritable mathematical model. In this approach, leamers are

assigned into groups to work on a given model problem. Model problems in this

approach may develop from simple to complex, to illustrate the process of

mathematical modelling. Essentially, they might involve building of models in

solving the problem. One big difference of this approach, from the above

discussed one is that, here, learners should not be presented with models as an

objects of learning, but should arrive at them as a result of their own efforts.

Studies done by Cross and Moscardini (1985; 57), indicate that, with this

approach, learners express an interest in solving more realistic problems rather

than fictitious ones.

In a classroom situation, the role of a teacher in this approach is to identiff

mathematical modelling tasks that build the students ability to reason, process

information, speculate and think critically. He/she is supposed to give learners

more opportunity and freedom in acquiring the ability to activate mathematics

themselves when dealing with the given problems and situations. At school level,

the problem situations should not be too extensive, or one that lead to more

complicated or sophisticated models. As Niss (1987), pointed out, the problem

situations at issue had to be "open-ended", which means, that the questions asked,

whether explicit or implicit, are - as are also the answers -fuzzy, ill-defined, and

accessible to learners' own influence.

One main advantage of this teaching strategy is that it helps learners prepare for

more professional activities. One common impediment in using this approach, as

described by Cross and Moscardini (1985; 75), is that learners find construction of

modelling and its use as disturbing because of the open-ended nature of the

problems and the lack of a "unique" solution to a given problem.

Another issue, worth mentioning here, conceming the problem of teaching

mathematical modelling is the complexity or simplicity of the school mathematics

in dealing with modelling and applications that have socio-cultural context. To
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bypass this problern of rnathematical content, some educators suggest using very

simplified arithmetic calculations. Concerning this issue, Smith (1996; l4),

recommends for kinds of problems, which require simplified arithmetic

calculations and more of common-sense knowledge. Some scholars criticize this

approach for being " extremely unhealthy long-term mathematical diet" (Breen as

cited by Julie; 1998). On the other hand, scholars, who promote this approach,

claim that it encourages and pave ways for the majority of the average students

who might find problems in mathematical modelling as disturbing or annoying.

In contrast to the above two extremes, Julie (1998; 114), suggests presenting the

problems in such an open-ended way so that leamers at various levels of

mathematical development can engage with the problems at their level of

mathematical expertise". In this notion, Julie (1998; 115) is suggesting that

"mathematical modelling should be treated as a distinct, separate section of the

school mathematics curricula in the same sense that algebra, geometry and

trigonometry are dealt with". It could also be treated in the school mathematics

curricula in the form of project work (Abrantes; 1993).

2.4 Analytic framework - Activity system

Analysis of this study is based on the conceptual model of an activity system.

Activities in this context can be defined as "social practices oriented at objects"

(Engestrom, 1996; 380). Objects are entities, which determines the horizon of

possible goals and actions that function as the motive force deriving the activity

forward. Thus "an entity becomes an object of activity when it meets a human

need" (Engestrom, 1996; 380).

The subject constructs the object, and "singles out those properties that prove to be

essential for developing social practice" (Lektorsky as cited by Engestrom 1996;

380). Goals and objectives can be understood in relation to the objective and

motive of the collective activity. Activity systems evolve through "long historical
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cycles in which clear beginning and ending are difficult to determine" (Engestrom,

1996; 381). Activity systems constantly generate actions through which the object

of the activity is enacted and reconstructed in specific forms and contents; but

being a horizon, the object is never fully realized. In an activity, objects are not to

be confused with goals (Engestrom, 1996; 381). Objects are constructed both

mentally and physically. This means that the object of activity is not fixed and

clearly defined, but constantly evolving. In this study, the studied activity of

learners is the task when "studying of a given model" and "designing of a similar

one".

The analysis of this activity is made through a conceptual model of the activity

system depicted below.

SUBJECT OBJECT

The model shows multiple mediation in activity. The subject

TOOLS

OU-TCOME

COMMT]NTIYRULES DIVISION OF
LABOUR
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individual group whose point of view is adopted in analysis. In this research,

subjects are the two groups of leamers whose point of view is adopted in the

analysis. The object in the activity system refers to the "problem area" to which

the activity is directed. For instance in the traditional (existing) activity system of

learning mathematics, one object of the system could be to "memorize set of

procedures" towards an outcome of "passing an examination" or "test". Thus the

object of the activity is oriented towards a particular goal and is transmitted to

produce outcomes with the help of mediating instruments. These mediating

instruments are the tools, signs and all other representations that occur within the

school environment. Learners in the traditional activity system could use -
recording devices, recall devices, and processing devices as instruments.

The model of an activity system can help to describe the relation between subject

and community in leaming activity. A learner or a group of learners can be

observed as subjects. Community in this notion signifies all other classmates at

similar performance level who share the same object. Division of labour refers to

the distribution of tasks between members and may also refer to the vertical

division of power and status (between teacher and learner). Rules refer to the

implicit and explicit regulations that constrain actions, and to the written and

unwritten rules.

From the activity theoretical point of view, (Engestrom, 1993a; 65), there are three

basic principles that need to be analyzed.

The first one is to take the collective activity system as a unit of analysis, given

context and meaning to seemingly random individual events. In the second

principle, the activity system and its components can be understood historically.

As a the third principle, the inner contradictions of the activity system can be

analyzed as a source of disruption, innovation, change, and development of the

whole system in general with its individual participants.
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In this study, in analyzing the learning behavior of subjects, the entire activity

system is taken as the unit of analysis. Any learning activity emerging as deviation

from the traditional activity system of leaming rnathematics will be the core of

discussion and analysis. In other words, new elements, which may enter in to the

existing system from outside, as a result of learning mathematical modelling, will

be identified. These new elements may create contradictions in the system. This

contradiction may lead to change. In this situation, the entire activity system may

change or reorganize itself.

Engestrom (1996; 134-135) described activity system as follows:

Activity system periodically faces situations in which their internal

contradictions are aggravated and demand a qualitative reorganization, re-

mediation, of the entire activity. When an activity system - a work place,

for example - goes through such reorganization and constructs a

historically new mode of practice for itself, it leams something that there

was not there at the outset, something that no authority was able to transmit

and teach. This is collective learning in which internalization and

extemalization, appropriation and creation, routinization and innovation

take place as parallel and intertwined process. It is a type of learning that is

systematically neglected in standard leaming theories.

Change that may occur as a result of contradictions between elements of the

system may require construction of new objects and new motives. From an activity

system point of view, collaborative learning in a group can be analyzed as "object

formation" i.e. expansion of the "object and motive" of the activity system. This is

what Engestrom has named as "expansive learning". Engestrom (1996; 382\,

described the initial stage of expansive learning cycle as follows, "in an expansive

leaming cycle, the initial simple idea is transformed into complex object, a new

form ofpractice".
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In chapter four, activities of learners will be studied and analyzed using the

concept of "activity system" discussed above. Deviations of activity that might

appear when learners study and design a model will be compared against the

"traditional activity systern". By "traditional", I mean the existing activity system.

2.5 Summary

Mathematical rnodelling has been defined as an activity, which requires active

involvement of participants. As Burghes and Borrie (1978; 4l) point out, it is

important that leamers "not only see how mathematics is used, but also participate

in the process of modelling". Different authors on mathematical modelling suggest

the importance of class participation in learning mathematical modelling. I agree

with these authors' idea, but the question is how far should this be taken? Should

learning take place on an individual basis or be taken as a group activity? etc. Such

questions lead us to investigate different ways of teaching-learning mathematical

modelling. Unfortunately, most authors on mathematical modelling say very little

on how mathematical modelling can be taught successfully. The following variety

of ways of teaching are therefore suggested based on solne authors' approaches

when they deal with mathematical modelling problems. These are:

1. study a given mathematical model,

2. guided exploration of a given model,

3. complete immersion

Classification of these three different approaches is mainly based on the "object of

learning". In the first two approaches, models are given to learners as "objects" of

leaming; but in the complete immersion approach, learners are expected to

construct models as a result of their own efforts.

Finally, the chapter discussed the "conceptual model of an activity system" which
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will be used as a framework of analysis in identifying the leaming behavior of

subjects invoived in the study.
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Chapter Three

Methodology

3.L Exploratory research

The question of "what research methodology to employ?" is one of the most

important choices to be made by a researcher. The choice of methodology depends

on the research question itself. Once the methodology of a research is selected, it

tends to govem other choices such as how the data will be collected, how it will be

analyzed and how results will be reported as well as the nature of the conclusions

that may reasonably be drawn from the results.

In a broad sense, this study has an objective ofexploring strategies and approaches

learners use when they study a given mathematical model as well as observing

their behavior when they are engaged in developing a similar one. It is a kind of

study, which requires an in-depth observation of the qualities of the following

particular strategies and activities.

o How do learners study a given mathematical model?

o What kind of strategies and approaches do they use?

o In what particular activities do they engage?

These questions are subjective in nature; hence, they seek qualitative research

techniques and procedures in the process of data gathering and analysis.

Having the above broad objectives in mind, the specific or main focus of this study

will be to explore the strategies and approaches grade ten leamers in Eritrea use

when studying a given mathematical model. The study requires considerations of
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the individual's own perceptions and subjective understanding

As far as the researcher knows, no study has been made on mathematical

modelling in the Eritrean secondary school context. Therefore, the study made on

this area is an exploratory type of qualitative research. Exploratory research is a

particular type of descriptive study (Bless and Higon-Smith, 1995; 41). The

pu{pose of exploratory research, as Bless and Higon-Smith (1995; 42), pointed

out, is "to gain insight into a situation, phenomena, community or person".

This research, being exploratory in nature, might be used or serve as an initial step

for further deep researches that ought to be conducted to explore the strategies and

approaches used by Eritrean secondary school learners when they study a given

mathematical model.

3.2 What is qualitative research?

As Berg (2001;6) pointed out, qualitative research properly seeks answers to

questions by examining various social setting and the individuals who inhabit

these settings. Qualitative researchers, then are most interested in how humans

arrange themselves and their setting and how inhabitants of these setting make

sense of their surroundings, through "symbols, rituals, social structure, social roles,

and so forth" (Berg,2001;6).

3.2.1 Common features of qualitative research

The following common features of qualitative research stated by Robert Bardon

and Sari Knopp cited by Fraenkel and Wallen (1993;380), were taken as a guiding

points for all major activities of this study.

The natural setting is the direct source of data and the research is the; keya
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instrument in qualitative research.

The researcher of this study made direct observations with the help of videotaping

and conducted interviews with an intention of capturing views on a broad range.

This was done by going to the school of the subjects under study.

Qualitative data are collected in the form of words or pictures rather than

numbers.

Data collected in this study includes: videotape recordings, interview transcripts,

task reports and personal comments etc. Every detailed action, movements and

even hand gestures, jokes ... are recorded to grasp ideas in their original form.

Actual words of subjects and their actions are also recorded and used as source for

the data analysis.

Qualitative researchers are concerned with process as well as with product.

a

a

a

One of the main tasks of the researcher in this study was to make observation of

learners' interactions, their responses to every question raised including their

manner, comments, facial expressions etc.

Qualitative researchers tend to analyze their data inductively through

observation and interviewing.

a

One objective of the researcher was to formulate a whole picture of the study as it

happened. Original and first hand data had been collected from the natural setting

before any research question was considered.

How people make sense out of their lives is major concern to qualitative

researches.
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In this study, one main focus of the researcher was to capture what participants

think about the task they were doing from their perspective. In other words,

recording and reporting ideas, comments and responses in the participants' point

of view was one of the main concerns of the researcher.

3.3 Data collection

Techniques of data gathering used in qualitative researches vary depending on the

nature of the study, the subjects under study, the selected setting etc. Some of these

data gathering techniques include - observation (participant and non-participant),

interviewing, and role-playing.

In this study the following techniques had been used as a means of data gathering.

l. Interviewing

2. Participant observation

3.3.L Interviewing

In research, the interview is defined as "a two person conversation initiated by the

interviewer for the specific purpose of obtaining research relevant information, and

focused by him on content specified by research objectives of a systematic

descriptions, predictions, or explanation" (Cohen and Manion, 1989; 307-8). In

short, as stated by Berg (2001; 66), interviewing is defined simply as "a

conversation with a purpose". One main purpose of interviewing in research is to

gather information through direct verbal interactions. It is believed that in an

interpersonal encounter, people are more likely to disclose aspects of themselves,

their thoughts, their feeling and values, than they would in a less human situation

(Cohen and Manion, 1989; 319).
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Data gathering through inteniew has its orvn advantages as well as disadvantages.

Some of the advantages of interview as a research technique include:

Interviewing allows for an in-depth verbal interaction When compared to

other methods of data collection, interviewing allows for greater depth of

communication with interviewee. Issues, which might had been not clear in the

process can be discussed with more detailed and more focused manner in an

interview conducted afterwards. In the process of conducting qualitative

research, statements might be interpreted wrongly and actions might be

perceived incorrectly. These wrong interpretations and perceptions, which

might have negative influence on the results of the whole research, will have to

be corrected through direct verbal interactivity with interviewee.

a

a

o

a

Extensive opportunity for asking. In an interview, the researcher does have

great opportunity to ask whatever question he or she thinks will be relevant to

his/her research analysis. This opportunity is limited in other methods of data

collection.

Relutive magnitude of data is great becuuse of the use of coding. Responses

gathered through interview can be reduced to manageable categories with the

help of coding.

Opportunities for probing are also better when contpared to other dats

collection techniques.

Some disadvantages of interviewing include:

o The overall reliability is limited. This is mainly because the number of

respondents in an interview is relatively small or limited.
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. ft has relstively large source of error. Some of the main sources of error in an

interview are the interviewer, the instrument, the coding and the sample taken.

o It is relatively expensive. One major expense of interviewing could be the

payment to the interviewers.

o Typically, the numbers of respondents who can be reached are smalL

3.3.1.1. Types of interview

In research, identifying and acknowledging of the type or structure of interview

chosen is very important. According to Berg (2001; 68), "no consideration of

interviewing would be compete with out at least some acknowledgment of the

major interview structures". Interview, as a research process, can be either formal

or informal; either structured or unstructured. In research, at least three major

categories of interviewing may be identified. These are:

l. The formal or structured interview

2. The informal or unstructured interview

3. The guided or semi-structured interview

In this study, the informal or unstructured interview had been implemented. I

found this technique to be more suitable to my study, because, it offered me the

immediate opportunity of generating questions and probing the interviewee. In an

informal or unstructured interview, as Schwartz and Jacobs cited by Berg (2001;

70), pointed out, "interviews must develop, adapt, and generate questions and

follow up probes appropriate to the given situation and the central purpose of the

investigation".

Unstructured interviewing is very helpful in exploratory research (Bless and

Higon-Smith 1995; 110). It helps to clariff concepts and problems. It also allows
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the interviewer for discovery of new aspects of the problem by investigating in

detail some explanations given by respondents. In rrnstructured interviews, the

wealth and quality of data gathered are strongly dependent on the skill of the

interviewers, the confidence they are able to awaken in respondents, the type of

questions which are asked and the encouraging comments which are made at the

correct moment.

The weakness of unstructured interviews lies partly, in the fact that if the

interviewers are not competent, they may introduce many biases. In particular,

recording the comment of participants is a delicate matter because of the great

variety of answers and their complexity. Moreover, such interviews as discussed

earlier, are time consuming and thus expensive.

Usually I was conducting unstructured interviews with particular participants, at

the end of the day's task and sometimes during the observational periods,

depending on the necessity for more clarifications and elaboration of some issues

under discussion. This helped me to a great extent in gaining additional

information and clarifications about various phenomena I observed during the

process of studying the given model and the process of developing a similar one.

(For the original Tigrigna copy of the interview, refer appendix B)

3.3.2 Observation

In research, observational studies are made to collect data from a specific setting.

The oxford dictionary meaning of the word observation is "watching carefully". In

research, it has more or less similar meaning. In observational studies, Dallen et al

(1979; 162), researchers collect data on the current status of entities by watching

them and listening to them rather than asking questions about them. According to

Dallen et al (1979; 163), observation may be "controlled or uncontrolled,
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scheduled ot unscheduled, visible or concealed, participant or non-participant".

In this study, I chose the observation to be controlled, scheduled, visible and

participatory. No atternpt was made to observe subjects by assuming a role of

unidentified participant observer, or to conceal the true purpose of the research. By

participating actively in a group, Dallen et al (1979; 163), one may gain insights

into a subculture and obtain sources of information that are not accessible in any

other way. But of course, one should have to be careful, because in doing so one

may lose objectivity.

Considering the above advantages and disadvantages, I decided to reveal the true

purpose of the research and convinced both groups to assure their cooperation.

During the observation period I followed the following three steps:

l. Make sitting arrangements convenient to the group and the videotape recording

2. Jot down some interesting statements and phrases while the group were

conducting discussions

3. Write the fullnotes immediately before I start to forget some important events

I used both direct observations (by choosing a place suitable for observation) as

well as videotape recording one after the other. Sometimes I had to call some of

my colleagues to assist me technically.

3.3.2.1 Participant observation

In this study participant observation was used as one technique of data collection.

Participant observation, as Bless and Higon-Smith (1995; 43) point out, requires

that the researcher 'Join the group of people who are being studied in order to

observe and understand their behavior, feelings, attitudes or beliefs better".
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Participant observation has its own weaknesses and strengths. The following are

some among many:

Advantages:

o Develops a more intimate and informal relationship,

o The investigator is able to discern on going behavior as it occurs,

o It is superior to surveys and questionnaires when data are being

collected on non-verbal behavior.

Disadvantages:

o Costly,

o Biases due to subjectivity of the observer

o Time consuming,

o Can not be applied to many aspects of social life.

(Bless and Higon-Smith, 1995;106; Cohen and Manion, 1989; 128-9)

Joining the group under study allowed me to access more information that could

not be possible through any other means. At the beginning, it was not very easy to

create such an easy and free atmosphere. But through more adaptation the problem

was solved. Learners were able to express their feelings and beliefs more openly.

3.4 Data presentation and data analysis methods

Janice, Morse cited by Berg (2001; 102) commented, "...despite the proliferation

of qualitative research methodology texts, the process of data analysis remains

fairly poorly described". This part of a research is the part, which requires more of

personal techniques along with some general principles of analysis.
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3.4.1 Personal data presentation

After gathering of relevant data for analysis, the next steps followed were to

transcribe and translate it to the English version. Both groups used Tigrigna, one

of the Eritrean local languages, as a means of communication. I didn't try to

interfere or encourage them to use the English language because, by doing so, I

thought, I might hinder the free flow and exchange of ideas. One main obstacle

that I faced in the process of translation was the problem of getting English words

or phrases, which translate the correct meaning and sense of some of the local and

cultural expressions. Of course, the required effort had been made to minimize its

negative effects through consultation of the "English- Tigrigna" dictionary.

The next following step was concerning the development of the codes and

categories of the translated data. In this process, my first step was, to assign some

initial codes for each phrase or statement of the interviewer questions and the

interviewee's responses. Then, by going through all the codes that I gave for each

phrase, I tried to group similar codes together. In other words, all related codes,

which, I thought had cofirmon features and meaning were grouped and

categorized.

In this study, data was analyzed from the viewpoint of the entire activity system

and its contradictions. The activity setting chosen was "Semaetat secondary

school" located in Asmara, the capital city of Eritrea. The ten students, who were

taken as subjects ofthis study, are grade ten students ofthis secondary school.

The following were personal research analysis procedures that I have passed

through:

1 . Use of codes for identifuing key elements of interest.

2. Examination for possible patterns and findings.

3. Constructionof new emerging activity system from the findings
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4. Compare the new emerged activity system with the traditional one.

5. Discuss similarities and differences of the new activity system with the

traditional activity system.

6. Conclusions and recommendations.

FIow chart of methodology that had been dealt with is depicted

below:

Methodology

U

ve

interview Participant observation

Data

analysis

The collection of data for analysis that had been dealt with is

depicted below:

and

Videotape Interview

Task
report by
subjects
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Chapter Four

Presentation and Analysis of Data

4.1 Presentation of data

As mentioned in the introduction and methodology, the nature of this study

required close observation of subjects under study. For this reason, I have

conducted my study of both groups using videotaping and participant observation.

Further interviews were also conducted to clarifu some of the ambiguities and

controversies. In general I can say learners had participated actively and the

problem given to them was done properly. I have used their final work report and

videotape copies as a basis for the format of the analysis in this chapter.

For the sake of simplicity, results of the analysis are presented at two different

levels:

l. Observable behavior of learners when they are studying a given

mathematical model

2. Observable behavior of learners when they are engaged in developing a

similar model

In the first section, the observable behavior of learners, when they explore a given

ur-athematical model was analyzed. The model that was given to them dealt with

the human development index (HDI) model. It is an excerpt from the 1994 human

development report. (Refer appendix C). After a brief orientation, each member of

the group was given a copy of the HDI activity. I didn't inform them that I was

recording the starting and the ending time of readings and discussions. My

intention was to create free atmosphere as much as possible, suitable for free

exchange of views, by minimizing any external influences.
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Besides keeping a time record of each acti'rity, in this section, I did the following:

o Observe and record how discussions began and proceeded.

o Record any progress made any intervention or any other barriers.

o Record any activity done, movernent made and materials used in facilitating

the task.

The second level of the analysis deals with analyzing the observable behavior of

leamers when they are engaged in construction of their own model. In this part,

learners were asked to develop a contmunity development index.

4.2 Observable behavior of learners when they are

studying a given mathematical model

In this discussion,

. 511, S12,... representthe 1't,2nu, ... membersof groupone.

o . 52 l,522,... represent the ltt, 2'd, ... members of group two.

o Q represents questions asked by the researcher.

o Uncompleted statements are represented by...(three dots)

o The key issue of discussion is the given HDI model. (see appendix C)

o Each student of group one and group two had a notebook and a pen of his/her

own. There was one calculator on the table of group one.

When t distributed the HDI report to each member of the group, at first there was a

silent reading with very few occasions of attempting to ask questions. Reading the

given report in silence continued for nearly fifteen minutes. All of them were very

serious and the atmosphere was very quiet. After fifteen minutes they started to

discuss in a very low voices.

I think some of the reasons why there was very slow progress at this initial stage of

the group work might be attributed either to the fact that they were not familiar
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with each other or/and to the unfamiliar approach of learning used in the study.

Then suddenly they started a discussion. The following is an excerpt taken from

group one's discussion.

S1l: Why don't we first see some of the examples given in the report?

S12: Yes, let's see how it is done

S1 l: I tried to see how the life expectancy index is computed, but the answer

I got is quite different from the answer given in this report

S12: How did you start?

(S11 began to explain. He was referring to a piece of paper on the table; there were

some mathematical calculations on this piece of paper)

S13: I really don't understand the kind of relationship that exists between life

expectancy at birth, as given in the report, and the life expectancy index.

Then there was a pause for about two minutes. Al1 of them seem to have no idea

about what the next step should be. So they began to re-read the given report

again. Then S I I broke the silence by saying, "I think it would be better if we first

test one factor, for instance - the factor knowledge." He pointed his pen towards

the paper on his hand, in helping his colleagues locate the paragraph he was

talking about. All of them agreed to his suggestion by nodding their heads. They

agreed to first understand the steps of calculating the index of the component

knowledge as shown in the given model before deciding what the next step will be.

After this, the group began to work by rearranging themselves into two sub-

groups.

After some time, S12 called the attention of all members in his group by knocking

the table using the pen in his hand, and said, " I think we all should check the

value of education index of Norway as given in the report through re-computing

the process in our own way". They all began to turn to the page, which Sl2 was

referring to.
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Members of group two vrere still discussing together. The approach followed by

them was very similar to that of group one. They first began to recheck some

values in the table. The following is an excerpt from their conversation:

524: Should we first try the life expectancy index?

S25: Yes we can try any one of the factors

524 Let's then try the life expectancy index

522: Did anyone have any idea?

(No body responded immediately)

524: let's see

(He was jotting some numbers on his notebook)

From the above discussions and conversations made, it becomes clear that both

Sroups started veriffing the given model through re-computing the index values.

For instance, when members of group two were veriffing the index value of
education, nobody raises any issue outside the mathematical part of the report.

They didn't raise questions such as why the adult literacy was given more weight

(2/3) when compared to mean years of schooling (weight 1/3). They didn't even

ask why only these two components are included to measure the knowledge of
human beings and no other factors.

In fact, when Sl3 asked the question regarding the relationships that may exist

between life expectancy at birth and life expectancy index, the group did start to

reread the report again; but her question was dismissed from further debating by

S1l. In this first day of meeting, the discussion remained confined to mere

computational checkups, with very rare occasions of shifting to the main content

of the problem which, discusses the development factors of a given country.
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4,2.1 Analysis of learners' discussion on the

mathematical aspect of the given model

As mentioned earlier, at the beginning, most of the leamers' discussions were

confined to the mathematical aspect of the given model. The discussion of group

one on this part begins when S12 suggested for re-computation of the Education

index of Norway. In the given report, knowledge is measured through the

combination of adult literacy (two-third weight) and mean years of schooling (one-

third weight). Moreover, the education index of Norway was given to be 0.9667.

The intention of the group was then to check whether this value is correct or not.

The checking process proceeded as follows:

S 1 I began to read paragraph two of the given report loudly. This paragraph states

the weights given to each component that constitute knowledge. S12 was jotting

the given data in his notebook. At the same time, he was feeding the calculator

with in-puts from the same notebook. Finally they came with an equation of the

form2l3(99)+ll3(92). 99-refers to adult literacy rate in percentage of Norway in

1995, and 92 refers to the combined first, second and third level of gross

enrollment ratio in percentage of Norway in 1995. (For detailed work, see

appendix A).

At the beginning, there were some difficulties in identifuing the years of schooling

in percentage (92%) from the table. This was because there was some change of

terminology used in the table. Initially, they were not able to identiff the value of

the mean years of schooling in the table. But after some time all members of the

group came to the same level of understanding with rnore guidance of S11 and

S12. With the help of the calculator, the answer for the above equation was found

to be 0.966$... = 0.9667. And this was exactly the same as the value given in the

HDI report. Satisfied with this correct answer, they agreed to recheck the validity

of the method used but now by taking the case of Eritrea as a checking example.
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Their answer was again in complete agreement with the value given in the table.

A problem emerged when they faced some difficulties in the calculation of the

"life expectancy index." when computing the..life expectancy index,,, they were

not able to get the same result as given in the table of the report. They re-read the

information given in the report, in search of some clues that might help them to
reach the same answer as given in the report.

What follows is the mathematical problem they faced and solution they provided.

Members of group one were trying to compute the ,,life expectancy index,' of
Canada". The following information was given in the report:

Given

Maximum life expectancy: 85

Minimum life expectancy -- 25

Life expectancy of Norway:77.6

Given the above information they formed the following equations:

Maxi. Life expectancy : 85 index: I
Norway's life expectancy = 77.6-+ index: x

X : 77.6x1 tr+ X:0.91
85

This was quite different from the answer given in the table. They tried again and

again to get the same result, as given in the table of the HDI report, by
interchanging the places of some figures in the equation. Still they didn't come to

the same answer. Finally they decided to compute some other countries' life
expectancy index, e.g. the Canadian and the Eritrean one, to check the validity of
their original method. The result obtained did not coincide with that given in the

table. Then different opinions began to be generated and rejected at the same time
until Sl l, while he was re-reading the report, discovered one important assumption

made in the report, that had not been given the required attention at the beginning
of their reading' What follows is an excerpt from the dialogue conducted by
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members of group one regarding this issue:

S12: There is something wrong. We better read the report again

Sl l: Here it is, we are committing a mistake by ignoring one very important

assumption

S12: Which assumption?

Sl l: The assumption that says the minimum for life expectancy is 25 years

S13: Where is it?

S1 1: Here it is in page one paragraph...

(Everybody turned his HDI report paper, trying to locate the statement under

discussion)

S13: Now I understand... we were not supposed to correspond the age 85 to

index I

Sl l: Exactly! First we must subtract25 frorn it

Sl4: Why?

S1 1: Because the minimum age is not 0

The discussion continued in a similar fashion. Finally, after they put this important

assumption into consideration, they were able to get the same result as given in the

report. Then, they redid the calculation in the following manner:

Maximum life expectancy = 85, Minimum life expectancy :25,Life expectancy

of Norway :77.6:

Norway:

Max.

Norw

85-25:60
77.6-25:52.6

_____>

---}

index: 1

index: x

x:52.6x1 
----> 

x:0.877

60
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Canada:

Max. 85 -25 :60

Can.19.l-25 : 54.1

Eritrea:

x:54.1 x I

60

index: I

index: y

x= 0.902

Max

Eri.

85-25 : 60

50.2 -25:25.2

index: I

index: z

z:25.2x1 --- z:0.42

60

Two things are clear from the above discussions.

1. Learners' main concern was to veriff the index values of each component.

2. After obtaining results that did not coincide with values given in the given

table, they began to understand the effects of certain assumptions made in the

report.

Finally, before they concluded the work of the day, the researcher intervened by

requesting them to take some of their time for discussing of some questions on the

given model. They all agreed. The following questions taken from the report were

presented for discussion.

Q. In the paragraph headed "how to combine indicators measured in different

units?", it is stated that 'the score for the three dimensions are then averaged in

an overall index.' Verifu this staternent.

They all at once came to read the indicated. paragraph. After a while, S I 1 began to

answer the question and all of *.hem agreed with his answer by nodding their heads.
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His answer was as follows:

First we compute the index of each component by expressing all units

between 0 and 1. There are three components all together. Finally we get

the average of these three components by adding the individual indexes

and then divide them by three to get the HDI value.

After verifuing all values given in the table, they were more confident with the

cornputations followed. In addition to this, they all were familiar with the term

"over all average". Hence, as it was evident from the above response, they were

very confident in their answer. The second question was non-mathematical. And it
was stated as follows:

Q. In "why only three components?" it is stated that "the ideal would be to reflect

all aspects of human experience". Say that you want to include the aspect

"satisfaction with the governrnent of the day" in a revised HDI,

How would you go about to measure and normalize this aspect?

Concerning this question, there were three different opinions. These different

opinions are presented below to show how individuals differ in their views on the

same issue before they made any compromises.

sl l: I think satisfaction is mostly associated with standard of living. Most

people are simply satisfied or dissatisfied with the policy of their

government mainly because of economic reasons. So, I would rather say

this component is already included within the component of the GDp.

I don't think we can measure human satisfaction easily, whatever the

cause may be. Therefore, I would drop this component from

inclusion...because there is no way of measuring satisfaction or

dissatisfaction of human being

sl2
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s 13:

S 14:

s 15:

I don'r, know, ...may be, I need more time to think.

I rvould ask different people found in different level of standard of

living. And then I would determine their level of satisfaction.

I have the same idea as S12.

The above responses indicate that leamers didn't find it easy or necessary to

measure human satisfaction with government of the day.

According to my observation, at some occasional times, learners were discussing

emotionally with full attention and enthusiasm. Since the model presented for this

study had included situations outside the classroom context in which leamers were

required to make use of mathematics they have learnt in school, they were really

enjoying it and have benefited in a number of ways. This has been reflected in

Sll's response, when he was asked to express his opinion conceming this

approach of teaching. He said, "...if it is given as a group task, you can share the

task, you can share activities among individuals...and I think it would have been

one of the lessons that one couldn't forget soon after class".

4.2.2 Major findings Summary of section 4.2

o Computational security: Both groups started their initial discussions with the

mathematical part of the given report. After reading the report individually for

some time, they quickly turned their attention to some mathematical checkups.

This is an approach they have used for years when dealing with mathematics or

physics problems. S11, from group one, for instance, began his explanation by

showing them some of his successful attempts of calculation. Even in the

discussions that followed, there was no sign or any clue, which indicate any

further discussion beyond the mathematical aspect of the given actlity. 524,

from group two, also began his discussion by suggesting the computation of

the life expectancy index.
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Individual initiatives: the same individuals were proposing solutions to the

problems faced. For instance, on one situation when there was stagnation at

one point for a bit longer time, S11 suggested a solution by saying "I think

it will be easy if we first test one factor, for instance the factor-

Knowledge". This statement reduced the tension and paved a way. A11 of

them agreed to first understand the steps followed when calculating the

index of the component knowledge as shown in the HDI model, and then to

decide on the next step on the basis of the experience gained. The same

event had happened repeatedly. Observing most of the discussions made by

group one, S12 had an initiative and directive role. Sl1 and Sl3 were

confronting him frequently and S14 and S15 had a tendency of being

passive in most of the discussions conducted. But if we compare their

academic achievements, as seen from last year's record, S14 leads them in

the overall average score. Sl2, Sl l, Sl3 and Sl5 stood behind him in their

respective order.

Ignoring given assumptions: In some instances, they were arguing a lot

without paying full attention to some necessary information given in the

problem or they were ignoring vital piece of information without

considering all consequences it might have. For example, in one instance,

when computing the life expectancy index, they were not able to get the

right answer because they had missed a piece of necessary information. It

was after S I I brought to their attention that they were committing a mistake

by ignoring one important assumption made in that report that they were

able to get the answer. The assumption that they didn't pay full attention at

the beginning was the piece of information, which says, " the minimum for

life expectancy is 25 years".

Competitive individuals: In this section, each student was doing his best to

be the first in finding the solution before anyone could get it before him.

o
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This behavior was particularly manifested when they were dealing with

mathematical calculations. They were working fast and competitive.

Yariation in views: The variety of answers given to the question " how

would you go about to measure and normalize the aspect satisfaction with

the govemment of the day in a revised HDI", suggest that learners did not

found easy to measure human satisfaction. As a result, it can be argued that

the context did not really drive them to construct another model.

4.3 Observable behavior of learners when developing a

similar Model

As indicated earlier, the second section of my analysis deals with the observable

behavior of learners when they are engaged in construction of a similar model. The

following mathematical modelling problem was given to both groups:

Based on your experience with HDI, you are required to develop a

community development index (CDD. Each group should discuss and

decide on which part of oLff community and which basic

components/indicators of developntent be included in the study. Group

members can also decide for themselves on how each mentber is assigned

and share the task. Finally, you are expected to come up with your own

CDI model andwrite a report that explains and defends your model.

Reasons behind selection of the above problem include:

1. Learners had studied a similar model.

2. It reflects a realistic situation.

3. It can lead them to a modelling situation.

4. It can be tackled with more or less of the learners' existing level of
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mathematical skills.

Learners started to discuss the above given problem in their respective groups.

Videotaping was used for close observation of events. But here, I would like to

inform readers that some part/s of the assignment was being done individually by

learners. In addition to this, learners were engaging themselves in some informal

meeting to discuss some difficulties concerning the given task. This is simply to

indicate readers that every activity might not have been recorded or observed

entirely. I am afraid that some events might have missed from being recorded or

observed. Of course, further interviews had been made to fill this gap as much as

possible, but still the problem remains worth mentioning.

Both groups were using Tigrigna, one of the local languages in Eritrea, as a means

of communication. The following data records were used for the purpose of

analysis in this section.

o Videotape records

o Observation notes

o Group task reports

o Interviews

4,3.1 Data records from videotaping, observation and

group task reports

4.3.1.1 Constructing a problem

Group one members started to discuss the problem by raising some aspects of the

given question. First they discussed the meaning of "community". After few

minutes of discussion (which included the researcher in guiding some initial
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steps), they agreed to interpret community as one district (part) of the city of

Asmara. In further discussions, they took " Gejeret" as one community of Asmara,

to be the target of their study. When they were asked why they chose "Gejeret",

they all gave very similar reasons and it can be summarized in one statement as "it

is a district, which is familiar to most of us". I thought it was a very wise choice

because; familiar contexts can facilitate group tasks. According to Niss (1991;39),

"... modelling in contexts not understood by the students is likely to be a waste of

time".

Gejeret is one out of nearly 40 sub-zones (districts) of the city Asmara -the Capital

City of Eritrea. In fact, Gejeret is further divided in to two sub communities (the

big and the small Gejeret). This study refers to the small Gejeret whenever it

mentions the name Gejeret.

After they reached agreement concerning the specific community as target of their

study, S12 raised two main issues of discussion. First he called to have an

agreement on factors, which could indicate the development of a given

community. And second, to talk about how these factors will measure the

development of the community under study. The following excerpt represents part

of their discussions:

S1 1:

S 12:

I think, the three main development factors are education, health and

communication.

Availability and conditions of the infrastructures like transportation,

water supply and electricity are also determinant factors of

development.

Well, income is also another major factor.

What about including the beauty of buildings and sanitation

mechanisms in addition to the above components.

But, can't we combine some of the factors? Say for instance, health with

education?

S 13:

Sl 1:

s13
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slt No, I think both are quite different and major components of

development, vve should treat them separately.

The rest of the group expressed their support to S 1 I 's idea by nodding their heads.

The process of rejecting and accepting of different opinions and new ideas

continued until they reached agreement on selection of the basic development

factors.

At the end, all agreed to include the following components as factors of measuring

development of the community "Gejeret". Education, Health, Income, Electricity,

Water supply, Sanitation, Communication and Transportation. All of them jot

these factors on their notebooks. After a brief silence, Sl3 suggested for a break,

but S I I commented that they are almost through the work of the day. Their

conversation continued in the following lnanner:

S I 1: I think we need some additional information to proceed from this point.

Why don't we discuss now on how to share the task of collecting data

and meet next Saturday?

Majority of the group accepted his comment, but Sl5 suggested as follows:

Sl5: We all have no idea as to which kind of data we need to collect; neither the

means of obtaining it so, it will be helpful for us if we discuss the issue a bit

further.

The group considered this idea and finally decided to meet again after ten minutes

ofbreak.

After break, they continued to discuss the issue of "data collection techniques".

Here follows some part of their discussion:

On the factor health, I think we should consider the number of clinics in

the given community and compare it with some other communities of

sl5
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s11:

s15:

S1 1:

Asmara.

Do you mean we should count all clinics?

Yes, if possible, if not we may use estimation.

Why only clinics? What about hospitals and pharmacies? Don't you

think these are also important factors?

Yes, but we have very few hospitals in Asmara when compared to the

number of clinics and pharmacies. Besides this, their service is open to

every body. I don't think we need to include hospitals. But we can

include pharmacies though I have no idea on how we can.

Ok, let's not go into more complications. I think it will be enough if we

include clinics and pharmacies.

I agree with Sl3. We need to know which part of Asmara has got the

highest and the lowest number of pharmacies and clinics. This will help

us to determine the maximum and the minimum points.

Then, we can apply techniques used in the HDI.

Yes

sl2

St3:

s12

S1 l:

Sl2:

Then S13 mentioned one part of Asmara, which she thinks, has the highest number

of clinics and pharmacies. She said, the central city, (named as Kebabi Cathedral),

must be in this category. All members of the group seemed to agree with her

comment. Then she said, (she was counting using her finger), " I think if I am not

wrong, there are eight pharmacies in Kebabi Cathedral." But, most of them didn't

agree with the idea of counting at this time and agreed to postpone the process of

counting for next week.

Two things can be observed from the above conversations:

1. Learners were omitting or avoiding some indicators for instance, "hospital",

from inclusion, simply because they want to avoid complications. This was

evident from Sl3's statement when he said, "let's not go into more

complications".
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2. They were imitating the approach used in the HDI model. For instance, when

they decided to determine parts of Asmara that have the highest and the lowest

number of pharmacies, they were imitating the maximum and the minimum

notion of the HDI model.

In the discussion that followed, they agreed to measure education through the

available number of high schools, junior (middle school), elementary and

kindergarten in the given community and then make comparisons. Then S12, who

was keeping minute up to this time, reminded them to postpone discussions of the

other issues for the next meeting. In addition to this, he commented, " instead of

sharing the task of data collection, I think, it would be better if every one of us take

the responsibility of collecting what ever valuable data we may get, and then, bring

it for group discussion". All of thern support his idea and the work of the day was

dismissed.

Discussions were being conducted in both groups in a similar fashion. Group II

chose the community of "setanta-oto", one district in Asmara, as the target of their

study. Factors, they bhose as indicators of development, include, the infrastructure,

and sanitation. They further divide the factor infrastructure in to two components -

building and transportation. These factors were the bases of discussions for group

two. The following excerpt can be taken as a typical representative of the

discussions made by group two regarding the issue of selecting development

factors:

s24:

s22:

s24:

s22:

525:

I think, we need three major factors.

Why only three?

Well, we can add more, but I think we should not make them too

many...

Ok, I will say the first one must be education.

Health is also another one.
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What was very peculiar in group two's discussion, when ccmpared to group one,

was the following:

1. They didn't raise the factor "income" for discussion, while it was one of the

main issues of discussion in-group one.

2. They raised and discussed whether the factor "culture" is one indicator of

development or not.

The factor "culture" was of course rejected finally. As is evident fronn the

following excerpt, aln-iost all members of group two had different opinions with

regard to the issue of culture:

525:

s24:

525:

s24:

525:

s22:

s24

s24

s25

s22

Can't we include culture as one factor?

What do you mean by culture?

The way we eat, we dress, we dance...etc.

Do you think these can measure development?

Yes, why not?

But the way we eat, we dance, we get married...etc are also affected by

other factors, for instance, the religion we follow, education...etc.

Yes, but religion is also part of culture.

Do you mean, then, religion can measure development?

Well ...in this case...

I think we are involving ourselves into quite cornplex issues. Why don't

we simply drop this component?

As can be observed from the above conversations, controversial issues like culture

had been raised and discussed. Such issues were only excluded mainly to avoid

complications.

On their third day of meeting, one member from group one calne ten minutes late.

Two members of group two were half an hour late. As I carre to understand later,
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there was a bit confusion in the time of the appointments made on the previous

week. Anyhow after some time, the discussion resumed smoothly. They started to

discuss each factor at a time. Group one started their discussion on the factor

"education".

4.3.1.2 Education

Group one started their discussion immediately. They raised the factor "education"

as the first agenda of their debate. Based on the rough assessments they made, they

agreed to measure development of education of a given community by taking "the

number of schools" in its vicinity in to account. One of the assumptions they made

regarding the issue of education includes:

All levels of education have equal contribution in the development of a given

community. In other words, they assigned equal weight of % for each level of

education (i.e. high school %, middle school %, elementary school % and

kindergarten %.).

All members of the group were convinced that there was only one high school in

Gejeret, but none of thern was so sure about parts of Asmara that do have the

maximum or the minimum number of high schools. The group couldn't reach

agreement or the same level of understanding regarding the issues of " the location

of a given high school" and "the comrnunities that get service from it". The

location of a given high school refers to the place where the high school is built;

and the communities that get service from it refer to the number of districts around

that given high school. According to their argument, in some instances, one high

school rnight be located in a certain district, but it might render service to other

district or districts. They argued a lot without convincing one another. But finally,

through negotiation, they decided to take the "service rendering" and not the

"location" as the main factor of measuring access to education.
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In this notion, they chose the district with the highest number of high schools, as

having five secondary schools under its vicinity. They also conclude that there are

some districts in Asmara, which. do not own any high school under their vicinity.

These districts, according to their argument, might possibly get service from

schools, which are built to render service to other neighboring districts.

The following computations show how the education index was obtained. As

usual, S 12 was jotting down and the others were actively participating.

Secondary high school Maximum number of high schools: 5, index: 1

Minimum number of high schools:0, index:0
Nunnber of high schools in Gejeret : l, index : ?

5 -----> I

I 
-----+ xX -- lxl _+ X:0.2

5

Here, the HDI type of calculation influences the way the calculation is done.

In a similar way, they discuss on determining the maximum and minimum

numbers of middle schools, elementary schools and kindergartens. The results

obtained as indexes were, 0.5, 0.67 and 0.4 respectively. (See appendix A)

The education index was then computed as follows:

Education index : l/4(0.2) + 1/4(0.5) + U4(0.67) + U4(0.4)

=0.4425

4.3.1.3 Health

The second factor of debate for group one was health. In some instances, group
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members had differences in views with regard to some issues under discussion.

This was evident in the following excerpt:

Sl2: I think we can measure health only through counting the number of clinics

and pharmacies.

We had already agreed on that last week. We should decide now on how

much weight should we give to each of them

I think we better give them equal weight.

I don't think this will be fair. I think clinics play more important role in

communities' health condition. Though pharmacies are also important,

most of them are open to everybody. Moreover, I don't think one can say

this particular pharmacy belongs to this community and that pharmacy

belongs to another.

Yes more weight, in my opinion 2/3, should be given to clinics and ll3
weight to pharmacies.

...but pharmacies are also very important indicators of development, you

can't get for instance any pharmacy in the far disadvantaged areas, while

there are more than enough around the center.

Yes... but in our case, I think clinics must be given more weight. We are

measuring how one community gets health service. Health service doesn't

mean mere selling of drugs. It includes so many other things.

Sl l:

Sl3:

S12:

sl l:

sl5

s13

Finally all of them agreed in Sl l's suggestion of giving weight 213 to clinics and

weight Ll3 to pharmacies.

The above excerpt suggests that some decisions made on behalf of the group may

not necessary represent or reflects every individual's opinion. For instance, S15

had shown a deviation in his opinion regarding the weight that must be given to

clinics and pharmacies. He was not totally convinced by the idea of his colleagues.

Despite this situation, a decision had passed in favor of the majority.
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Later, in break, when I asked S15 why finally he deciCed to agree, his response

was "well, one must agree with majority". The final average index was computed

as follows:

Health index : ll3(0.25) + 213(0.2)

: 0.216

(See appendix A)

The procedures followed by group one when computing the rest of the factors

were similar and does imitating the CDI type of calculating do all.

In their final work, the result of the factor income was not included. The group had

decided to drop this factor as a result of, according to them, "the complex nature of

the factor". We will see later how and why they decided to drop this factor as one

lneans of measuring development of a community.

4.3.1.4 Water Supply

Before deciding how to measure water supply, group one's first attempt was to

assess and discuss all water supply means of a given community. After this, they

decided to measure this factor on the basis of weekly service. According to the

rough assessments they made, there are some districts in Asmara, which get water

tap service six days a week. On the other hand, there are also some districts of

Asmara, which get water tap service only two days a week. Gejeret, according to

the information from S I I and S 12 as residents of this district, gets on average five

days a week. Having this data as a base, the calculation proceeded as follows:

Water supply -> Maximum 6 days a week-------) index = I

Minimum 2 davs a week __________+ index:0

Gejeret 5daysaweek

6 -2:4 ------) index: 1
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5_2=3 __|' index=X

X: 3xl 14: 0.75

Water supply index :0.75.

4.3.L.5 Sanitation

Sometimes learners were discussing some issues by taking instances from very

familiar contexts. The following excerpt is an evidence of this:

s I I : I think the center of the city, around the Cathedral, must be the part of
Asmara, which has the best sanitation. It has clean roads, clean public

toilets, adequate waste containers (vans), sanitation workers... etc. so, we

must take this area as our maximum point.

Sl4: Abashawl must then be an area with the minimum sanitation. (All of them

laughed by his comment)

Abashawl is part of Asmara with a lot of slum houses and poor sanitation.

Moreover, it is part of Asmara where most local drinks are sold. A lot of people

live in a very crowded small area. Residents of Asmara, especially from the old

generation, used to call this area as "Abashawl Ade Dika" which means -
Abashawl the mother of the poor. Abashwl of course is not only known for its poor

sanitation. It has a lot of comparably cheap restaurants, and tearooms. Moreover,

Abashawl is well known in its crowded "Siwa and Me-ess,, houses. Siwa is the

typical traditional beer in Eritrea. As most of the day labourers and the

disadvantaged people live in this area, it seems logical that the students relate this

area with poor sanitation. The discussion continued as follows:

Sl2: If we select these two areas, as our maximum and minimum points, how do

we then put these points in a scale between 0 and 1.

S11: why don't we assign l0oo/o to the maximum point for places around
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Cathedral and0%o to the minimum point, may be for Abashawl.

S14: Even in Abashar,vl, we can find public toilets and waste containers. This

area also gets some sanitation services from the municipality of Asmara. In

addition to this, residents of Abashawl do have the experience of launching

public sanitation campaigns at a given interval of time. So we can't say in

general Abashwl has got 0% sanitation services.

S12: you must have come from Abashawl to know all these. (Laugh.... In fact,

the researcher came to understand later that S14 lives in Abashawl).

S11: So, why don't we decrease the maximum percentage from 100% to 85%

and increase the minimum from loh to 25o/o. Gejeret in my opinion has an

average sanitation service and it will be fair if we assign 6OYo to this area.

After all these discussions, they started to compute the sanitation index of Gejeret.

As before the techniques of calculation used were imitated from the HDI model.

From the above discussions, we can see how familiarity with contexts helped thern

to have common understanding and hence facilitate the group task.

4.3.1.6 Income

At first, all of them thought this factor would constitute the rnain part of their

computation. But none of them was able to produce any idea, which could

convince the whole group. The following is part of their discussions:

S11: As we all may know, in a given area, there are rich merchants, average

goverrrment workers and poor labourers.

S13: Yes, but...

Sll: Let me finish, For instance in Gejeret, there are some merchants whose

monthly income exceeds 20,000 Nakfa. There are also day labourers or

housemaids who earn monthly less than 400 Nakfa.

(Nakfa is the legal papeii money in Eritrea, it is usually denoted as Nfa)
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Sl3: Let me show you something I have tried at home...

Then Sl3, By referring to her notebook, tried to show them how she managed to

divide the residents of Gejeret according to their income. The following was taken

from her notebook:

Residents of Gejeret

Merchants

Govemment workers

Daily laborers and housemaids

Average monthly income in Nakfa

3000-5000

700, 800, 2500, 3000 (four stratification)

200-500

S l3:

Sl l:

sr3:

Sl l:

Before she proceeded to show thern how she had obtained the average income,

S1l intemlpted her. And their conversation continued in the following manner:

s11 Do you have similar data of the areas that we should take as maximum

and minimum?

No.

So obtaining the average income of Gejeret alone is meaningless.

Ok, but we can also...

I don't think this factor will have simple measuring mechanism. For

instance, if we take the 20,000 Nakfa as maximum income, how many

persons do you think earn such income monthly? In different case, one

who owns factory at the center of the city might live in Gejeret. So how

do you think we can address such complicated issues?

Yes, income is a very complicated factor. We may need more additional

time and information even to have very rough estimation.

S12:

The dialogue continued, but they never came to a comlnon point, neither did they

find "income" easy to measure, as is evident form the following excerpt:

S13: Why don't we take 50,000 Nakfa as the maximum income of an
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s11

s12

S1 l:

S13:

s1l:

S13:

individual in Asmara?

How? We cannot base our work on blind estirnation.

Well, suppose a person who owns one big plant lives in Gejeret, do you

think then this person would represent any part of the community of
Gejeret?

I don't think so.

Ok, why then don't we see the majority?

What do you mean?

As we all may know, most residents of Gejeret are government workers

so we can estimate the average income of these people and compare it

with other community's average income.

Do you think this will be easy?

How about asking randomly the income of some people from the

communities we selected as maximum and minimum, and then take

these samples for comparison.

But, how would we know whether these people represent the entire

population of the given community?

Sl l:

S1 5:

sl2

At this stage the group divided into two, some of them suggest to drop the income

factor from the list. Others suggest for some additional time of study. Sl l, Sl2,

and S15 call for dropping the issue altogether. The following is an excerpt from

their conversation:

S11: our exam is approaching, I don't think we will be able to come with

different new ideas next time, so I think it will be easier if we drop the

factor "income" from our list.

S15: Estimating the income of a given community is not an easy task; it is very

complicated issue.

Sl2: Yeah, I think everyone of us have understood that there is no easy way of
getting complete information. So, I think, it will be enough for us if we

take the other factors to complete our assignment.
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Finally, the other two members, Sl3 and S14 also came to agree with this idea and

they decided to exclude the factor income from the list.

From the above excerpt, one can understand that "time" was one constraint factor

in the completion of the task given. Besides this, one can also understand how

learners were expecting readily available information. They were after an "easy

way" of getting information.

Procedures and ways of argument of group one and group two were very similar.

This paper mainly narrates the work of group one. The same assignment was given

to both groups. The following tables give information about tasks of group one and

group two.

Group one Group two

Given assignment CDI CDI

Community taken

target of study

as Gejeret Setanta-oto

Number of components

considered

7 4

City Asmara Asmara

CDI value obtained 0.s337 0.3900

Table 4.1 contrasts the works of group one and group two

Comm
unity

Educat
10n

Healt
h

Water
supply

Sanitat
10n

Commu
nication

Transp
ortation

Electric
supply

CDI

Gejeret 0.4425 0.216 0.75 0.5833 0.625 0.2727 0.875 0.5377
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Infrastructure
%

Health
%

Educ
Ation

Health I Infrastru I

i cture i

Sanitat
ion

Overall
CDI

Buil
ding

Transp
ortation

Clinic Phar
macy

0.33 0.23 0.3s 0.66 0.39

50 20 33 20

Table 4.3 the CDI result of group two

4.3.2 Data records from interviews

The following discussion is based on the interviews conducted with group one.

Q represents questions by the interviewer.

A- I and A-2 refer to responses given by student one and student two of group one

respectively.

a Ok, when you are asked to develop CDI, you tried to measure

development using seven indicators or components, why did you choose

these indicators?

We choose these indicators because we thought by using these

components; we can complete our task without being involved into

more complications.

In choosing these seven indicators, the first two things we put into

consideration were, how easily can data be collected? And how

smoothly can we apply mathematical operations to compute these data?

From your explanations, isn't that seems you were interested in the

success of collecting data more than any other task? Have you faced any

problem in that area?

Yes, for instance, we tried to include "income" as one component, but

soon we faced with the big problem of not getting adequate and enough

information.

Why didn't you include the literacy factor of knowledge in computing

the index of education?

Q:

A-1

A-2:

A-2:

Q:
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A-1 We didn't put this factor into consideration. We only consider the

contribution of schools as important.

From the above excerpt, we can see that students had some difficulties in

collecting data. They were more concerned on "how easily" will the data be

collected. This notion had certain influences in the process of selecting community

development factors.

On the other hand, most of their mathematical work was based on the HDI's type

of calculation. Once they understood how the calculations were done with HDI,

they tried to imitate and perform their calculation following the same procedure

and strategy. The following excerpt elaborates how rigorously they were imitating

the HDI type of calculation.

Q:

A-2

A-2:

a

Let's come back to the computational part, how did you come to

measure and compute the community water supply as an indicator of

development?

We tried to measure water supply on the basis of weekly service. How

many days a week does a given district gets water supply service? There

are some districts in Asmara, which gets taps water only two days a

week. On the other hand, there are also some other districts that get the

same service for six days a week. By taking these two extremes as

maximum and minimum points in a scale, we tried to get an index of the

"Gejeret" community, which gets water tap service five days a week.

Ok, you had seven factors of development in your study, and all of them

had different units of measurements. How did you then combine these

different units?

We tried to measure each factor in terms of percentages or indexes

(between 0 and l), then the scores of each factor were averaged to get

an overall index.
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a Let's come to evaluate the overall task. When you try to overview the

whole picture, where do you think you have started? What have you

done? And finally where did you end up you think?

First a real world problem was given in the form of a word problem.

Then, with the help of some strategies we studied earlier, we tried to set

up different criteria and made different assumptions, which lead us to

the computation of the CDI value. Finally, coming back to the reality we

came to understand where Gejeret stands in its way of development in

relation to the other communities of Asmara

Ok, what new experience do you think you get from this approach of

learning mathematics?

Yes, for instance, by setting maximum and minimum points for each

factor chosen as component of development, and by estimating the exact

position of the target community in the range, you can determine its

approximate development index. This was a new technique for us.

Besides this, the teamwork and the discussions conducted were also new

for us.

Where did you get this new method of computation that you have

mentioned? I mean about the maximum and minimum?

Yeah, we got it from the given HDI report.

Ok, my second question is conceming the sanitation. You took the

number 85 as maximum and 25 as minimum, what does these numbers

stand for?

The number 85 is in percentile. We didn't take100 as a maximum score

because we thought 100% sanitation is quite impossible or is just an

imagination. By the same token, 0% sanitation is also meaningless.

a

A-2:

A-l:

A-2:

A-1:

Q:

In most of the cases, decisions were being made on the basis of general group

agreements. As it is evident from the following excerpt, "consensus with reasons"

had been one of the main tools in resolving disagreements.

a
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a

Therefore we agreed to take 85% as a rnaximum score and 25o/o as

mlntmum

Ok, what obsta-cles did you face while collecting this information and

while conducting your task in general?

Yes, we had certain problems in collecting data. "Where from" was our

biggest problem. To solve this rnain problem, we were being forced to

be engaged in long discussions and reach some agreements as means of

resolving tensions.

Let me take you back to one of the factors - Education, when you dealt

with education as one factor of development, you took four levels: the

kindergarten, elementary school, middle school and secondary school by

giving each component equal weightof % each. How is this?

We assumed that each level has equal contribution in educating the

child. In a kindergarten, the child leams his first social life, which might

have significant influence in his future development. In elementary

school, the child gets the basic skills for his future life. The middle and

the secondary schools are places, where he can develop his full

personality and they are levels of transition for higher education. So we

conclude that all levels have equal and important contributions.

Ok, what kinds of sources or equipment do you think would improve or

refine your task results?

This issue was one of the main reasons, which led us to conclude that

our work is not reliable enough to be taken as a base for further studies

on this area. For instance, when we were trying to investigate the

sources of information for electric and water supply, we were not able to

find reliable documents that possess the information we need. So we had

to agree on the basis of our own assumptions in measuring these factors.

A-2

Q:

A-2:

A-2

a

The expectation of readily available information was one of the main sources of
frustration. In many occasions, statements like, " I don't think we can find enough
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sources", " I think every one of us has understood that there is no easy way of

getting complete information" etc., indicates how they were expecting readily

available sources of information. The following excerpt elaborates the situation

more clearly:

Q: Ok, what obstacles did you face while collecting this information and while

conducting your task in general?

A-1: Yes, one of the main obstacles was that we were not able to find any

written documents, which can give us necessary information or data. This

was really a frustrating problem.

Q: Let's go back to your work procedures, what were the actual procedures

you followed in collecting data? Was it an individual or teamwork?

A-2: Due to the scarcity of available data, all of us agreed to bring any

information or data we could, instead of dividing the task among us. Of

course, there was individual sharing of certain tasks. But mostly it was a

group task.

Most results of their computation were based on their own assumptions. Some of

the assumptions had concrete basis, but some had not. For instance, assumptions

like, " In Asmara the number of pharmacies is more than the number of clinics",

"Most residences of Asmara use public transportation services" etc... are almost

dead sure facts or at least they are reasonable assumptions. On the other hand, if
we see some of the assumptions they took, for instance, "The illiteracy rate in

Asmara is 002", they are neither reasonable nor justifiable assumptions. In some

instances, leamers were using such misleading assumptions. Moreover they were

also trying to defend and justifu their own assumptions even if they knew they

were wrong. Some of the reasons behind such acts could be, to simplifr tasks and

mathematical operations as much as possible by taking suitable assumptions. This

is evident from the following excerpt:
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a ... so, it seems your assumption lacks one important ingredient of

knowledge - the literacy. What do you think the effect on the final result

would be, had you put this factor into consideration?

Look, if you see, we took the city of Asmara as our target of study; and

we assumed that illiteracy rate in Asmara is almost zero. Even if it is

not, it will make insignificant difference. I have no doubt about that.

Therefore your work is done on the base of the assumption that literacy

rate in Asmara is 100%?

Yes

After collecting and sorting out your data, you have used some

mathematical calculations. Have you used any mathematics you have

learnt in grade ten or lessons of before in your calculations?

Yes, for instance, we frequently applied the percentile calculations that

we had learnt in grade six or seven.

What about in taking the ratios and computing the final CDI's?

Yes in the final process, while we were computing the overall average

of the ratios with different weights, we used some mathematical

computations that we still apply them in class.

In your response given earlier, you said the task was given in the form

of a word problem. Does it have any similarity with the types of word

problems found in your grade ten textbook?

Well, here the problem is given in the form of statements without any

numbers in it. Numbers are included at last in the form of data. But in

our text, word problems are given with numbers in them. Our task is

simply to add, subtract or multiply these given numbers and come up

with an answer.

a

A-2:

A-1:

Q:

A-2:

A-2:

Some of the leamers were aware that they were doing or applying classroom

learned mathematics. But, for some of them nothing of it was mathematics. This is

evident from the following excerpts:

a
A

a
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The following conversation with S24 from group two, which was conducted at

break, shows how applying the school-leamed mathematics often goes unnoticed

s24

Q:

s24

a

Teacher, does this assignment have any relationship with mathematics?

Of course yes, why did you ask?

Because none of it seems mathematics

Haven't you come across some calculations, like percentages, ratios,

etc?

Ye-es, but... (He was not convinced)s24:

In general learners had shown great interest in-group discussions. Even though

they all said this approach was new for them, despite what they say, they really

enjoyed it. In their opinion, as it was evident from the following excerpt, tasks of

this type which are based on real world situations can't be easily forgotten'

Q: As you said, one of the common barriers when you do your assignment

was in relation to the availability of the required data. What other

experiences do you think You get?

A-2: Despite of the above-mentioned problem, the group work was a first

experience to me. I came to understand that; this is a kind of problem that

needs discussion to identifu goals before you start to work. Different

opinions and different views had been entertained. We had to argue a lot

before we come to one conclusion.

e: Were you familiar with this approach of learning where, mathematics is

related to the outside reality, in your present or previous classes? If not

how did you find it now?

A-2: I don't think we all had such an experience before. Especially for me, it

was really interesting. The objective was also clear and interesting.

Q: How do you evaluate the overall advantages of this approach?

A-1: I think it is good.
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4.3.3 Major findings summary of section 4.3

1. Imitating the given model

Providing practice and training in the skills of mathematical modelling by working

through a given model as a worked example and then provide further exercise is

one of the approaches of teaching mathematical modelling. As stated in chapter

one, this study had followed this approach to explore learners' strategies when

studying a given model.

In such an approach, when further exercises are girren, imitation of the given

model is inevitable, though the degree of extent may vary. This was evident in this

study. When learners were asked to develop CDI, they were frequently imitating

the HDI type of calculation especially when computing the index values.

2. Expectation of readily available information

According to Cross and Moscardini (1985; 81), "mathematical modelling is a hard

work, there is no magic formulae and there is no guaranteed route to success".

Despite this fact, in this study, leamers had shown high expectations of readily

available data. Comments made by some learners such like, "I don't think we can

get complete information regarding the issue of income", "... it is not easy to get

source document" ...etc. are clear indications of these expectations. In my opinion,

some of the reasons behind such behaviors are related to the lack of experiences

associated with mathematical modelling. In regular classes of mathematics,

mathematical applications are treated in the form of closed exercises with well-

defined equations that dernand well-defined answers.
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3. Consensus with reasons

Mathematical modelling problems require more than just the ability to solve a set

of equations no matter how complex they may be. In many occasions of this study,
reasonable assumptions that passed through careful and all rounded judgments of
the whole group were being made. For instance decisions regarding the maximum
and minimum values of the factor sanitation, the weights that must be given to
each level of education, ... etc. All these need common agreements and common
decisions of the whole group. Many times, learners were being engaged in long
discussions and reach certain agreements as a means of resolving tensions.

4. Learners used school-learned mathematical procedures

The experience of tackling open-ended problems and activities provides learners
with the opportunity to:

-Use mathematical tools at their disposal in situations where the choices of
algorithm and method of solution is not obvious, as is the case in real life,
-Apply mathematics to every day situations and began to appreciate its power and
limitations, etc.

(de Lange et-al, 1993; 325)

In this study, school-learned mathematical techniques have been used in many
occasions' Some of these are, colnputing the overall average of ratios, percentiles
and others' But as it was evident from the interviews conducted, some of the
students were aware that they were applying school-learned mathematics while
others were not. In my opinion, the reasons why learners have used school
mathematics with or without their awareness could be attributed to the following
reasons:

subjects of the study were learners; hence, their daily school activity might
a
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have an influence.

The school environment (i.e. the task was given in a school, and by a teacher.)

might also have contributions.

5. Distortion of reality

Sometimes, learners were making assumptions that suit their mathematical

operation, but distorted reality. The assumption, which states, "the literacy rate in

Asmara is 100%o" is one typical example.
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Chapter Five

Interpretation, Discussion and Conclusion

5.1 Interpretation

As indicated in the methodology, a "conceptual model" of the "emerging activity

system" will be constructed to interpret and discuss the findings of the study.

Basically, the work activity of school going leamers is to learn.I{owever, in this

study, groups of learners were found in order to participate in studying a given

model collaboratively. Of course one can say in such situation the work of learners

has been expanded to include studying mathematical modelling which is not part

of the "formal secondary school curriculum" within the context under study.

Though studying learners' task in its wider activity context would naturally give

clear and complete picture of the whole process, the activity system under study

mainly focuses on the selected subjects and the objects they are after with a little

reference to the wider context -the school environment.
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The existing activity system of school going mathematics doing by learners is the

traditional one. Its conceptual model is depicted below:

TOOLS:
Recording devices: Pens, pencils calculators, notebooks
Recall devices: Text books, classroom notes and
Processing devices: "remembered" manipulative techniques and
Heuristic, calculators (four function and scientific)

COMMUNITY
Other classmates at
similar performance

Fig 5.1

OBJECT:
Remembering
Identification and production of
Techniques in similar and near-
Similar situations in examination
Situation in near future (not

than 12 months)

SUBJECT:
- Grade ten learners of
school - going -
mathematics doing

percentage at
performance

OUTCOME

Rules:
Single correct answer.
Answers to be obtained
in restricted time.
Answers to be represented
In format emulating that
of the text in use.

DIVISION OF LABOUR
Competitive individuals.
"Checking" a produce
answer with peers or a text.
"Giving" advice to peers
upon request.
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The conceptual model of the emerging activity system is depicted below

Fig.5.2

COMMUNITY
Other class mates who
share the same object

DIVISION OF LABOUR
More of collaborative
team works with some
competitive individuals

Rules:
Negotiable answer
Unrestricted time
Answers presented in
the format emulating
that of the given model
with some additional
specifications

TOOLS:
Recording devices: pens, paper and notebooks
Processing devices: scientific calculator
Language (dialogue)
Signs, gestures...

SUBJECT:
- grade ten learners studying

mathematical modelling

OBJECT:
Studying strategies and
approaches of mathematical
modelling from a given model
Apply the studied strategies
in the process of construction

similar model

OUTCOME:
Complete the given
assignment on
mathematical
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5.2 Discussion

Similarities and differences between the above-depicted conceptual models of

activity system are elaborated in the following discussion.

5.2.1 Similarities between the traditional and the

emerging activity systems:

1. Subject and community: The two conceptual models share more or less the

same "subjects" of study. These subjects are leamers of school - going -

mathematics doing. In both systems subjects represent other classmates at similar

performance level, hence in both systems "community", refers to the same group

oflearners.

2. Tools: Both systems share similar tools, but the emerging model of activity

system includes more. The language used for dialog, the signs and gestures, which

represent different activities and meaning, are some of the tools used by the new

activity system. Of course, language is also used as a tool in the traditional activity

system, but its main function is restricted to mere transmission of facts. This one-

way transmission, without the required leamers' participation, makes

mathematical knowledge to remain as nontransferable property of the educator.

But in the emerging activity system, because of the close contact, learners had

been observed communicating in a language of gestures.

5.2.2 Differences between the traditional and the

emerging activity systems

1. Rules: One main difference that appears between the two systems lies in the

explicit and irnplicit regulations that constrain actions. These are the written and
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the unwritten rules. For instance, the rule in the traditicnal system that restrict the

answer of a given mathernatical problem to be single and correct is not the same in

the new model of activity system. Answers in this new system are subject to

change depending on different assurnptions taken into consideration or different

assumptions taken for granted. In this new system, problems are not uniquely

solvable, "...the start is the problem and the end is open." (Freudenthal, 1980;

181). As evidenced in this study, answers for the "same problem" given to

different groups were "different" or "non equivalent".

In this study, more emphasis has been placed by learners on the mathematical

aspect of the given problem, without having a look at the whole picture of the task.

This was one indication that they were more interested in "computational

security". They were becoming frustrated when they couldn't get the "correct

answer". In their prior studies, they know that every given mathematical problem

has one correct answer. But in the process of developing the new model, (when

they are asked to develop CDI), they had a chance of constructing a problem. In

the process of solving the problem they had constructed, they had an opportunity

to learn that a given problem might have different answers depending on different

assumptions one might consider. They understood how assumptions affect

solutions. This was vivid to them when they couldn't reach the desired answer

after ignoring some basic assumptions. It becomes clear to them that a solution for

a given mathematical modelling problem can be negotiated depending on different

assumptions, consensus and requester specifications.

Another difference observed between the two systems, regarding the rule is

concerning the "time factor". The rule in the traditional activity system demands

the time to be explicitly restricted. All given assignments, home works, class

works and examinations have restricted given deadlines. Answers in a given

assignment or examination are supposed to be obtained in a restricted time. Thus

in most assignments and examinations, all necessary data or information is directly

given along with the problem. This was what leamers had witnessed. When they
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were asked about the nature of the word problem in their text, they said that every

necessary data or information is given in the problem itself. According to them, the

task of the student is to manipulate the given data, interchange the given numbers,

multiply or subtract one from the other and then try to get the correct answer.

Finally, answers are then compared against the correct ones found at the back of

the text or the answers given by the teacher. Learners' adaptation to these kind of

mathematical problems, where every bit of information is provided, logically, lead

them to expect readily available information, which had been evidenced in this

study.

The format of presenting answers was also another difference evidenced in this

study. In the traditional model of activity system, answers are represented in the

format emulating that of the text in use. In this new emerging system, answers

were also presented in the format emulating that of the given (HDI) model, but

with some additional specifications and information to justiff and convince

external users (in this case readers ofthe report).

The format of representing answers used by leamers involved in this study had

included the following details:

. Operational definition of terms

o I table which shows summary of data.

o Conclusion which includes the interpretation of the answer given and its'

limitations. (see appendix A)

Therefore, the format used to represent responses in the new model of activity

system may vary depending on the interest and requisition of the user. But in the

traditional model of activity system, responses are represented in the

predetermined formats adopted by the text in use.

2. Division of labour: The division of labour in the "traditional" activity system

of school going - mathematics - doing learners is based on the competitive nature
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of individuals. Division of labour mainly refers to distribution of tasks, authority

and benefits among learners. In general, the competitive nature of individuals lead

to an individual oriented tasks and goals. In such situations cooperation and

teamwork are not motivated. This is evidenced in the traditional classroom

situation where learners are unwilling to share their views and unwilling to show

the details of their work to their colleagues. They are only willing to give advice

upon request and they wish to check their final answers with peers or a text.

The division of labour in the new emerging activity system was mainly based on

collaborative teamwork. Even though in some instances the influence of the

traditional system was clear, in most of the times, leamers were willing to share

and collaborate in every activity at the level of their capacity. The influence of the

traditional system was evidenced in some rare instances when individual learners

favor individualistic and competitive character. Competitions and rushing of

learners have been observed and recorded when they were doing some

mathematical computations. These observed characters explain the deeply rooted

competitive behavior of learners in the traditional system.

Besides the above situation, where learners had been observed to compete with

each other, collaborative teamwork had also been observed in the phases of data

gathering, and processing of data. "Consensus with reasons" was one of their main

tools ofpassing group decisions. Long dialogues had been used as techniques of

solving disagreements and as a lneans of choosing among alternative ways of

reaching the final solution.

3. Object and outcome: The object determines the horizon of possible goals and

actions. These goals and actions function as the motive force deriving the activity

system. The objects of an activity system vary depending on the subjects who

construct these objects. One major object of learning in the traditional model of

activity system is "remembering". Even though one can say "objects" of a system

are not fixed and clearly defined, in the traditional activity system, ((
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remembering" is an object of leaming where most leamers desire what they are

after. Another object of learning in the traditional activity system is " identification

and representation of techniques in similar and near-similar situations -in

examination situation in near future (less than a year)". These objects of activity

are oriented towards a particular goal and are transformed to produce an outcome.

The outcome, which is closely related to these objects, is "pass percentages at

various performance levels". Thus the object of an activity system is the "raw

material" to which the activity is directed - the outcome.

The object and outcome in the new emerging activity system were quite different

from that of traditional one. One "object" of leaming in this new activity system

was "studying the strategies and approaches of mathematical modelling from a

given model". The second "object" is "applying the strategies and approaches in

the process of construction a similar model. Both objects were oriented towards

the completion of the given assignment on mathematical modelling as their

"outcome".

5.3 Conclusion

Is mathematics really a human activity? How do curriculum designers, educators

and learners view mathematics? Different scholars and educators view

mathematics as a tool for some activity. Some also view mathematics as a distinct

subject that doesn't have any relationship with activity. Still others view

mathematics as an activity by itself. For those scholars, who view mathematics as

an activity, mathematics means "not only a stock, the result of some activity, but

also the activity itself' (Freudenthal, 1980; 3). These different views and beliefs

held by different scholars and mathematicians have certain effects in the strategies

and approaches that need to be adopted in teaching-learning mathematics.

The main objective of this study was not to investigate different views of educators

or curriculum designers regarding the relationship between activity and
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mathematics. Its main focus was to explore strategies and approaches, grade ten

leamers in Eritrea use when studying a given mathematical model. I raised the

above issues because I believe that views held by curriculum designers and

educators do affect positively or negatively the existing system of education in

general and to the teaching learning process in particular. Past researches confirm

that leamers imitate and apply what they had seen and leamt in class. As a result,

their conceptual knowledge and skills, including the strategies and approaches they

used to solve mathematical problems, greatly depends on activities done in the

classroom.

The strategies and approaches used by learners to solve mathematical modelling

cannot be viewed in isolation from the above situation. The result of this study

partially revealed the truthfulness of the above arguments. The existing

"traditional" activity system had great influences in the performances of learners.

This doesn't mean that learners were not applying new approaches in their work,

when confronted with new situations. They do. This was evident from findings of

this study. The restrictive nature of the traditional activity system and the ever

increasing demands and expectations of society from education necessitates the

emergency of new activity system. Through reflection of the analysis of findings

of this study, it seems possible to identifu some basic facts that give strength to the

above argument. The researcher's overall views and comments are also included.

Learners show lack of understanding in visualizing the whole picture of the

given problem. This was quite vivid especially at the early stage of the study,

when they were studying the given model. During this time, they took very

little care for reading and rushed for computational securities by plugging

numbers into equations without having thought the basic notion of the question

asked. It could be argued that such problem is related to the traditional step-by-

step methods of teaching. This step-by-step teaching method, which is widely

practiced in secondary school rnathematics lessons, doesn't give the required

emphasis to the whole picture of a given problem. What teachers usually do,

a
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when using this approach, is to break the given problern in to bits of steps in a

procedure, which finally will be integrated to give a solution. This method

might have its own advantage and I am not saying it is not appropriate in

teaching mathematical modelling. Depending on the particular nature of the

given problem, methods of solving a problem may yary, but generally, in this

step-by-step approach, learners tend to memorize sets of procedures rather than

acquire a process of solving a given problem. I think it could be this attitude of
leamers, which influences them to view mathematical modelling as a

procedure. In this view, learners focus on the completion of each step without

paying much attention to the whole process.

Learners had a problem of data gathering both in quality and quantity. I think

the reason for this problem lies partially in the unsystematic and uncoordinated

methods of searching infonnation. In traditional classrooms, learners are given

detailed information with each given problem. The "expectation of readily

available information", that had been observed during this study might be the

result of this situation.

Some learners preferred individual work than collectively. In the traditional

teaching approach, where the role of teaches is limited to mere transmission,

learners are rarely engaged in discussions or group interactions. This type of
teaching approach tends to restrict learners from participation. In other words,

individual work is encouraged. Some of the leamers in the study were hesitant

to share their ideas and views with their colleagues. They were also reluctant to

show the details of their work. Such behaviors could be related to the fact that

learners are accustomed to non-collaborative individual work.

The following facts were also results of observation:

1. Leamers applied school learned mathernatics, which often goes unnoticed, that

is, learners were often not aware that they were applying it.This could be
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because of
o The mathematical ccntents they used were below their grade level,

o The non-mathematical context of the given problem might also have an

influence.

2' Both $oups chose familiar setting context that makes sense to them. This

facilitated communication among the group and afforded them the opportunity

of making sense and understanding the problem that they were dealing.

3. Both groups show slow progress at the early stage of the given task.

o There were more interventions (by the researcher) at the beginning stage of the

task, and this was to:

. Explaininstructions,

o Explain meaning of words,

o Explain unclear concepts etc.

4. Interventions of the researcher reduced with the progress of the task.

5' In both groups there was at least one student who was prepared to take the

initiative by suggesting opinions towards tackling the problems at hand.

The following were the stages of activities followed when learners were asked to

develop a similar model.

o Decide on variables and formulation of equation,

o Decide on methods of computation,

o Performingcomputations,

o Making sense of the answer obtained (interpretation)
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5.4 Recommendations

"Mathematical modelling is a form of real world problem solving" (Swetz and

Hartzler 1991; 6). It is really a type of problem solving that learners do in

class. Its main difference is that in mathematical modelling, "the phenomenon

that is seemingly non mathematical in context must be modelled" (Swetz and

Hartzler l99l; 2). The project-work, which is presently practiced in our

secondary schools, can be used as a steppingstone to introduce mathematical

modelling problems in our secondary school syllabus; or at least it seems

possible and worth testing. Of course in the future, it can be incorporated in the

curriculum in many other different ways. The result of this study seems to be

encouraging in that it gives concrete evidence that learners can do

mathematical modelling problems along with their regular classes (the same as

project works).

One of our new educational policies is to prepare young Eritreans who will

function confidently in the national reconstruction and development program.

Mathematical modelling is an approach, which exactly fits this ultimate goal of

education. And it is my believe that the changes and developments that are

being conducted recently conceming the curriculum of our secondary schools

will consider this issue along with some other similar important ones.

a

a One deriving tool of educational development is research. The role of research

in education is multidimensional. But to me researches that focus on teaching

and learning process at classroom level are most important. It is the

researcher's belief that future researches that will be made to insure the

continued improvement of mathematics education will focus and give more

emphasis to the problems that are presently encountered in our mathematics

classrooms. With this notion, the researcher hopes that the experience and

discussions of related literature in this study will serve as a steppingstone for
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future researches that will be made in the field of rnathematics education.

The following are some suggestions on the basis of this study for school

mathematics teachers who may intend to incorporate mathematical modelling at

classroom level.

1' Select appropriate mathematical modelling problems. This should take the

following facts into account:

a) Learners' level of mathematical knowledge,

b) Leamers' familiarity with setting context.

2. Allow time for discussion before any work on the given problem begins.

This should include

a) Discussion on the meaning of key terms in the problem,

b) General discussion on the whole essence of the problem,

c) Give leamers guiding points to follow stages of mathematical modelling (with

out imposing).

3' Make sure that leamers do not skip the discussiott and exploration stages

4) Allow time for:

a) Presenting reports,

b) Reflections on what have been done. This should include discussions,

interpretations and justification of solutions and exchange of experiences.

In the process of teaching mathematical modelling, the teacher must play a role as

afacilitator. In this role she/he is expected to intervene in such away as to insure

that learners should not stagnate at a certain point. In this approach, Slater Q99a;
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106), learners "will discover maths rather than being taught"
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( mfn ) ht +1\ se\a\g h'n hstu "rhc,+. PcR Tc'fl^e"n
};r,f. 1'lc 7n+Zh.{t }Le\h }Lt tAc.r.:r 1)- rf.A-h.g zTL.att
ha-Rhn h,flrl hrrl q9.;hH. TP,r+ A#)-+ "17 nilil--\+
t*lt.i+ h.fl "lg'+ 'firh+.a' rh-ru -h??nh fuT h+nc,htt

lrl a.t fiZA:.JrFT flA-Ft 9' hofffh hrr\1+h E f' dG+ Af, hqQ
hr}.,a-1 *rn*r'hoo-lts flnTlr h?q'fl he\h^T? no"g
ilcXgPt 1t e&lL+T 'ttT,o"9 41r1rP ?

(f'C2hllf) ht G&lL+ ht+lh-q h'fl "1hh4f. r.zE hB Hft'lt
d)-"r)- h+ rh hr\h+ ttq.++ h0,44-c\ A?+zL-Wa'T 4cp h'fl
*thhLg, xz.T dG+ hrna iLq Tbfl'n,,

(qc2hhr) ha hb2L h?*

.h.

oD

.h.

a.

oo,

a-t/.9' trl ?l+"u0tF9' ar+ htrlc*" h^Tl-r
hn2mo"fur fr'larF 1q.s.lh flq)-+fbr
h"f+ \+& ? hnrL 1^ft.rlg

Ag .h,q, ?ru "nL
24 ,*rnf ,,h otD-l'

oD (tuIfn) ,tL h'n rh/-a', hn n2moo-f Tlai 1+r
1@Zfrq?r z*.arl-+ "thLo"r h?A3.- ',Z\arh h'fl t'ne\ '1+
h?.Ld^ln h?'fiha\ 'Oq+q "24 qde\f oDtftq?- ,t h1l.dfi
il^1@q Th h,flt q f' 4glr +o"tbcq? ?Lilfi"l +{"CtLnf
flrry?+ Lf fia;I.l?-fi

d\/^9 &C2htr9"' h ?

ht +7\ fi1r hh. 1+r ahy?, }rc\or nfr't+ haa+ frTt'7
af. 4f hchnrt-r Hghha\ "rt'tl1+ hr 'fl9e\ frL+ 'nf +f
+q4'h+?+ lLf F Z'T ho&hfrt-r::

aa6f- hg'rl q f' ,+,4. 9!;+ h/-h nwah-r' hrt':
hfi/icalfr .fl?9'e\h+ hrru zlrTl'hr n?zmfur qhrh+
.rB ?4ft he\h 1f'1+ h?q'fl (tt,h?[) hurt gThe\B l-nrt' ?

h?q.n
T6h
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oD

h

(6n,Pn\ ldaq 0tL x?tmql.- flft.f h?q.fl ]Lf fida:s?- Hrt-f::
hr\h+ "l+T h,fl hr\h ttt- .n'fir\h a't4- hhca..P EThrt f,T,h-*

ha hnYu4gd..h.R ;I.frzt-+ h,fl 
^nLl rh\,0 ?2+o"fur &

L+ z hrt", o7 ht 
"hh.fl 

4)- h.fl a{ 
"+{Dch-d 

hno-T
nAflAP .fia'l?tbr h7i9. h?+?tult af, hz+nch,fi n;rfr
Gff.lr+ oor'frhf lcf t,ttrt ?

( 6nf n ) ,fioo\oocf 'ttcrtc? A+,-+7 ( Detailed ) An/.' )-+ h,rt
flg"r\h+ hhe\ turh af, brT+c tmtg.h rh^.h lt c&fu+

"n^ft 
g-'lfiC r

ai-f, h,ttrl fit;r.tbcto flnTi.r" hr\h.AT? h.o"Ethtyr o".(o"cg
<<frqF A,l^f+>> h.n r.flB\ lfr,a, h,n ndl-'btrq, g.z.q )-+ h,n
1 5 h?tt h'nt1 +1?nhr" 7hq& ni7f h+ 0.5 

"'flr\iL?.qhn z-fr-mtqr mno" f, ?

(9,c2htr1 ,no"Eo"cf 1+ 
"+.h+ 

h,flt ?lA9A h"&e\f 5 1
4 oo?,.t.dltq A',.q. 4 "?n+ ht ttng^ t\z(hn 1 o'la.+' ?r,
hqrlq diT)-h+ 3 mrL ( frftT ) nrt "nl,fiq? .fl+/D44& 3
1 2 oofu|afig * ,fiR}r.l htl
mrL 4 lL?.q,hn t h7+L-0q?- ?

l.frl 2 T h',|s.g, Lna-l h-r\f d4;rtq?*

Lx-a = 0.5 oofu|afiftt

Ai-g 6rlfn 71+tL hcqd+ .h.q ]L?.qhn L'fiq?- h+'nrt hAlir
h1t-P. "?A+ & ? ht .h,R 

",fla\ 
t\?Ahh 7r7l? rlohdr Hft-?

ht 4 1?tL hr au./t h LOO"zo hB ?oh6r# hll '1A+ hh h-t

"ngn 
l\?Ahil L "1il4?r

hcf. trt h*rlca" hlthr" ,"flt *r"Z ,+,8 hfica-,p ntncfur
Th,or+ hr pcg re,fllLg.n Nt"Lgtr.r a,(T 7'lc,? TIzn ft\f
h?+lt-'nh "tAftAg ?

(&C2hA9--) -h.Et't |'lC hB A'nft- h'fl hS& oofqc 
"?0h 

a"6rrt
1*Lm (o"ruc 'ilt"Afi) g,'il/-h T/.Ar, g-r1. h,{ltl "l-1 qda\t
.q,n-t 4.nhn hl.nnctfi hT1+/^4.fihtfi lLt +nc.h,t

aJ/,.f, hr" ,tL qfi+ h?q,fl haott/.
TA,flAr" +"LftPr ,fiqj^+f o"'14-

'1+"11e ht dd Pce.R

hrlca" 
"Thrt^. 

if,1+ h?q,fl ho"tut
qf, +frl TZR h?tiLz no"9 hlX ?

1+ hrlrrr" *af f,ar
h4t tttfuar fi&+ 9"n

oD

a

oo

oo

tTl

4

h.

(,D

.h.
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oo

Ar.

oD,

,h.

( tsft,fn ) hr]r h?+tlh+ l+ ht *o"'tc ];ft't h7l ' ?- +To"-
f,+aarn tTh,r:: h'fl R'l @&hh fl+1qc AAAt-c.+ hhL{lh h'n

hse 7fl+"tlctff rn R'l h+irr. rThe\ '{lnlb"1- rft? h?t

nAlln h.{t \tttdg., hnsc hTha\ hAP }Lt tna flrt't "?A+
.rg ?

( 6nfn ) h0 frrF? ' B;;

a-t69' hrrl hlr-hP
+Fqr\'+ ho"f'rT1
+"11e) ?

(f,c2hp) +Fqa\1+ TlAPtt +frt h1)-f' rw !aa+ i'En
"?+n 7r7ff' f,r'tc h1li' t'na 'h.q, 'h,g, "lB a''q. "n h9ro11

q&)+ h}+dli,Afi +Ton n^h+c'gh q f' "1R"1 lLt h}o"le
Hrt-h;: h,n[ h9'9.h hg'rl i91+ rn?"2 htnntvg ]Le\h nn+'hn'n
f+"*, *l- n^fl&A/Phf. /i?,l-t$t' a-7 +40-ap n^d(t- LEtg!lr

hq,+cfiP"l }LT "?A+'8,'

.h. mfnh ?

)+r +T,uc+, ho"l+ 
",q,r\gh- 

hPtL q91t h?q'fl hoot0l-
h?+?,UA. frft" L<- /D,0r,;h+h- n.flft hrfrft.? r+&4A^' L1-tt

.h,q, /49. rf ,\q+ h9'r+4aa.P'1 f-Tzf' rn19+ R't tt.Eh

hn-e\h AaL)-l+ g'hh'fl nnflAh }t ho"'lc h-& ltoofrh n'0 "l'I
frft?'g::

ail-!- 9.c2h4qD hrl +?l.fth'o tlft' h4f'70"74 rn +?unh9'
+frt Lq ?ilch Hrt-f & Lr\hr tann' Lchr & 

"4n 
hax

.h4,fl \+t\r? h7 )- f' qilo"ittg-- l+ ?

( 9.C2hAr) +fr4 ( "?+n ) ltf ?ilC}l HAf lL'\q ?'hn'{l

hfhacq}t +/.d-t h.nt hqrLf h.fl h79.f' g.n&d 'ttT,o"f' ?

h}ilAarq ILf Ttrt-b \Cq hrAC +frl hr?nc.h Hft-q nqt
hE'LLrq? L*tt

ai.r' hr'[ qgl+ h1q"07 70' ?,dD4nr\ ("?A+ lt ?l+?unhr)
h,fl hsa- 1+-rtc qtr/.t'tl h'fl ?,u0 z'tldl,.+ r?Afrh^g & ?

(B[fn ) o"Eo"C9 )+. h,fl hsn. no"lcP 
''n 

qf' A't hqrgp
EThr\.:: ,fls4,e htl q+q .h+ Thn hq&q haffq g q'z'q DG+

hf.nChn lyotf2t" .eThnh::

dARr h?q'fl ho"tul- 'fia17
tnrt hT)-f'fr'1"1+ h rtiP

+"'lyc
('fia'17

oD

oD

fft

oD

a.

oD,
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.h

oD

i.r

Ail-f, gc2h1c., h,flrt q f, IL&|g?i? tfr.,t "_ ha"Ar1tr. lu4ft?."t
'16o"'rt1* 

-hnnr1 .+fr4 E f, 1bA? F' f./,q G+ +ruc+l+
+6h luT-r ao/,frttPfi '17 h'fl .h.q, fii".c e\dn- +frl q I 4d

h"F- 9.2.q 7r}+trrqh dG+',nlra hs"n1 EhhB\ ? 79'7l'9
inr h9'lr ?chryt+r he\h+ AZ'q)-+h htr?,-f'1r+
nf"l'tlrP,- t
(l'C2h^T'') tt-'lfuClC+l hsE'I1'a'? o"Qhf h'fl htu hg ?,ChA

,rnx h,\frtTl ailRl t 'tlnir./,' tL dD2Af +qtzn q f'
"1hh4f.', 4b^? 97 g.zH +r[c+, hrn.qn- +l\hq ntt
oDl,frEfLfi

d.&.f, 7h,fi1+ o"t gc.,l+ hA ?e\?A hqfL./-+n o"t 99"r+ HgTSh

huAo. EThA. h'fl 'nhB\h o"4f' h'fl he\h hn& o"y F'r1+ sft'r
hEurr. 9Th6r:: ltl htr})-g h'n 1r+ flgh+lt{' ?

oD

.h

oD

( f'c2htr ) q f-ru ( o"t 9r1+ )

?ul * 'tlgTlg hf1a"nf h'17
h$,oo Zfrf?-|tt

h/.9. 6(L.Pn 1+bq 'flflrr\h+ hh h',0 2 o"4,e.tbr hfuLh?

+cqnz ?h&Lh L/3 ZT 1+C^tlL Th 2/3 1,'0hq" hArTlP'
ILT}," 1+c',1il ?lA9A ?hn-Lh ?l+'h+ zT I,',flhq' ?

( tsnfn ) h{l h+'? hiooa hr"ilthqfT
hn +fr4 +cd?r1 qa.-ir.r'?l *C"1fi-t-h
hqrL 4c2 hchq fiafl'fih4? hr ?l'hn'
oohtrE?- 2/3 ZT Th L"tl?-*

h,n h?san+ ahflc hh }afifi hhtli'e" hAt'r' h'flrl frq+

dfi^ hf .h,g, ooi*\ orlfrfugD "Ono" hB frqtr A'fi8. o"i*\ b

G+ .h.R hqrL nna"l ?

(f.c2hff) D1^ qr, ag hqrL methb }r?+tilqP 1t hqrL Th
io"dh1 ht h'fllr tnSC Aa'fil+fi'n hh hr rdft''\ ( ?'|'til'

h?r\"}ft-+ na?lzh'fl )h+frt Ehhdr;:

h/.g Bd.fn ttl h,n ooa\hl zT]L'fitt'flJ HAh'r q I a"a4hf
ardrrL fu?.q,hn 0.39 'nno"9 ZTl.:'fitt'f, ?

AALI
hnqzq

hTZh.U hf'?nhd't
h?t OrL fnlf +

7Lda7 +frt hn-lh
n^?ln?l-h? h'{l hft.
ooi*\ dG+ acq

.h

oo

Ar.

oo ( 6nfn \ o"Ea"cf, 1+7 hA? ooE/,frq?'1 Hft'f
idnti xn +h+ ?c& fi{tfr 50eo i oD4grl.9 20"zoi

hn.Lh 33"2o +C"?fl. 20"2o an* h-|4fid;tq q f' hlt'
ailz.E q f' hA. '0ra-4h o-3 9 zT:.nq t

lfr.ar"ti
h,fl +bq
rioq q

lll
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Ar. da/-g htl h'n ooa4hl oo^-ht.trg. Hft' O ' 3 9 hT)-f' TcTo"-
mao"9?h+,i,r',qrp?

oD. (tsn,9n) hll 0.39 =0.4 ?,unq hctr oozfrq?'Hft-f hqrL

M-7)-h+ RZ.q g-dq1h rn hA? q f, hho"a Fa.++ ha44-c\
htt 'h,q, 0.4 hB ag 4o"zo h?tt htl '?A+ hh hqrL M-Tfh+
.q,thq? rni+ hho"a 4c2 h'fl hqrL "7hn4f' g.zE rdqn
f'ch't "?At'B::

;h. ai-P, ht ?lA9A I ht ?l+4+ Th 0 h?d-orl,Rh{" 0 . 4 4c2
h,fl hqrL sct hft- nilr, ?t 4,.q. htl G&]L+ hrl g"nt
cfn t "?A+ fl'nt rfitthr rnt hqrL HA'l?.q" hsr\/n hb2o.
a"drr1- hB }ue\hr & +1r+ ?

oD. (f,c2htr) ho hb2L hB ILr\f 'l"z+q?' hAf :: nt Hlt-

if n+ n*iZ rn T irirq?- hpf l'(tBttt lh'ttt+ htl Car?
flnA qhnLf- h+"7 0.8 h}+oDLh.il hrl hqrLf rflt flft"

a.R'h,q, ;r.F,z)-+ qf, +rilc+,.r8 q9 he\h d,-\ frft?
l9.1-,9-qB hft-f h'flCr:r

ar. Aa/.g, 6(Lfn 1]L htrlC*" hAR,D hn n2moott'gtr' ?r'1"1+ +n?nh
h,fl 40 .Rg 50 +"l'te nAP hsnr hrru 991+ Tf,rh+ rt'{t
h14:f. 

^'1"1+ 
?2+T lLr\h +1r+ ?

hr.t X44-o* tt+rn?n h'fl +raL+. + ,'hh'fl hfr'to"' gThA'

fiT1^ hr\h ?Iqc r,ft' hf,oo(tlr7-1tt

l,.t

,0a't7 "ttt n ?

( gfufn ) h@ '{1";h ?l0A aru g,A++' ?'r lt fl'q.n- ,ttaa,. 9'n

hhft hs h-rt-r, ha$Sp fl,nt h,tl h$n. }t+olt)CP +tt
*mQ9P9- q'fl flcAhh AnL, TnAa'+P q9 "lR1 "lrL
g,,/l.++'?,,

h6f. P.c2hdr 1lt ?l+?unhr h/-h htrlc*" ha]t'r 'fi"l+T
i+ nax +T+/,Ahr .q.ac *o"f?m tchr" o"Eo"tf, htl I
f,'t+ hfit-c,Il arT .RB 791'r ?4n 4r"z .hq. 'fmd,Dha*rt'
*aanr- lu'li-r

}qq -h.gT'g 4g."z aE hr'il if't+ 4-Ntn7 ?cf
hf.'iLtr"tTt hrl orgC nqbal- trtt'?' B l$tt

h6F' 6(L,Pn h'n 1+T &nhT? *4tc hq4+ ho"9' \+ ?

oD,

Ar.

oD

oD

m

tt2
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oD ha h,nt 4.nhT? 4c2 lD'(ltt;r.+q 'h4fl
tna.ft .h4,{l tloo76t;r,d0- \Cf tt 0'''r}r,q

h4+f h'nt t.Z.da +4tGf ' !'.$ tt

h1)-r. h7t-9- ,h??lt "1+Cfe\h 4+*o"- tchr ?

( Ir?.Rhn ) ro-r.h he\hrL+C *m*Tf
(Manual) ILf hl}.f?'tt

tr"z lrl ?l+'Punh,o ar+ o"Eo"cf A?t, 'dia;hh'ol o"u'flt
q"&e\ l/. tH.o.il in l h'ft L?"11 Afitr-ToD}+ lTc+ a+?ft+

hfu oonoocf Tjh ho"9 ili,d..tt'-t ho"f'h }noofrh hu-.A'ibr-

mB"t}tvr ?

( tuIfn ) oo\o"l.g 1)- l\c+ '07frall7 'tl"l+T1 h't[L'Ol

*Z\7i9&gh'th'lq'flhf/?ifrhlL?X'hnhrh.a'lh?q'flhft'hAr+
t\c+ h'flt qt M-f.d *mflfl h-f::

d't/.9' I'C2}.}.A9- h ?

oo*ooC! h?&,flf h'lcnh L+q lt h@Efrh lL?.Rhn 'fi9-9"f'97
*z\hie-n h'0h +q"ch'fif ?'t fl+?unq e\hd hl,h. h?hca'

7D-0
?IUft.

\cq n "17 hh
Th \cT' ',17

41.

oD

a

oD

.h.

oD

(F.C2htr9.) h{l Index

hfnc h'{l hr\h '{I}L.RE

( tutfn t h'{1.} ('rc+
ha-8*hg.:r 7h'{174 h'n }L
oof4l *maPrr 7d'$
nnHft-f g"nt hqrLf

qf. l't/-+ rdq^ h-?.s,hn h?'r
+hn? hr o"'t 9.9-147 q I *ftch I

Ar

[h"Aqrt

h,0rt ?t+m+ft+ trc+ n^n+ qfi+ tfr.arl+ "?A+ Sdrrn*

i;* o,4nn hrlo'o.'7 E'o/- h?7 t.m4i7 tln?l! h'flrl f+h'"
ni hr\h-L1r-+m4rfir flAT.g' nno"g t.hr a\hd hrh
n/-iriE ?l0r\hr ?

oo

Ar

oo

"17 q f. .Jl.?+,

flnf'R sr\.e
h"ztt rdq^

rtnA Zfr.al.i4
7b+1
Lf

*maffr: h?Q'fl hnac;hlr 't7 +ooqtrtf' h?tt

h6!, ,0Hgh h
+bq| frL+i
h++ ( Income )

nfug"'|lg' ?

,il1 hcqd+ oolfrtb@1 flAltr hrT|?+lr '?A+
4ruc47 h7s./.h+/-h+C7 7h7+ honLt' 9"dq^

a47 hB L+ ?nt+hg" "1", hf.*m4rtYo"'tv7

(f'c2hur) h$w hlh+ h?+Tfn ha\h

iir+ h?h+ hnf "1d4?-t '(Ifl'a ara\Te\T

r\, +zLhq 1&siq1.- d?A+'B:t

'0tF;h Lfrlt -t* h'0
n^tsrnc? hiI1.zq

ll3
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;h.

oD

nAIt hFfl, o,.,-frq?T' Hft'f zfr.auahn i?fl-cf ]Lf h'"0c

dD-nrh nhd- tun' hf'h)-1 L-fi'r t{ln' nnlig" ?

(tsn.fn)htlDf-}re\fHlt'ad1,o"Zfrq?7Hft'qLnrlj}-+
tn-? ,lf 29" tcC fuf 7-fittr hr }*1\f ?lhlDnA' qo9+

Lnd,.t+olnrnfn-rulraLlzTLflqq9'fi'q'h,zttflhhe\
.{lrFa? sn"g? iii o+ t-+ nnfl.('\sh nrl )tLh? oo 4frQ tt

nntt h+7 ;rtoz;+:)'+ htaTnnz +ThA' tfr'autl. rbu ]ulrs'
oolxttg., :Arac ht ^'lT' 

hL+ze\fuy'' ?'The\ zx'r'i-+h
hgh+h{'? o.lt+'?' ?

(grl.fn)h@7h'{11+hf\t'}\s.t?'hhe\Lnr''fiqr+n|l,:}rl
h$ttihn h'n ad ,l+ecf'n /IiIlL'. 'If c\'0'a-7 hA2"1' h?tt

A,T. rnt Hft-- "ltl lll-q fi+1 oDlfrq?1 Hft-f hl}.Ef
a?A+'B:,

Ail,,-f, ht o,.t8llvn HA'lir, hqfL fi)-T)-h+'{lflff'}uTi.f
c,r.zFjtbq ? '0r,dqh T hse\In tch9" '(B ?

a-r

oD

;h.

oD
rn79+ h'{lrl
h1znfi\ TTher

hqrLf
lLr\f(f-c2htr) n+?th+ ]ao"zfrq4

,{ls.|u4?7 0D'tl4d't+q0-7 frft? AALI
11711oo4i7 fuq ool,tl f tt

ail-F, g47gd9tt
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;\ppa,..r0 rx C. f -t t i /1

Jn-ct:-/ C,t ibrr'r',n- ! A-'-ri-' /Ltcr:q(

l'he Hunr:rn Developnrcn( [nde.r (HDt)

(T The toliorv'inq ls r-n:xceror ii'om ihe t99- I{uman Develocmenr il:ccn ti-IDR)

','r",lt_t' ,io 't e ir.cet! :i .)ltir::ciit i-[tvcliton:er:t :i.ttic:c

Bccitrse nirion:i ,ro,-Ir;ss tends orltenrisc io:e mcesui':i bv Crcss )i.rrrcrrel Pi-ociuci
tCNP) ulonc. rn:in,. ucopic h:.rc icok:d rcr f, cattcr- :irorc conrDrcirclrsrvc s\)cio-
cccrtortric nlc:Istii'J. Tiic aunllrt iic',clccmcn(,nde:r is lr corrtrrbutron to ihrs sc:rclr

lWtctt .loes hc ,lDI :nc'!:ule)
Thc I-lDl i:: r conroosire oirhrcc b,rsic;omooncnrs ot'humrn cle'iclopmenr:
Ionscvirl'. kno',vlccge and sruciarci of liring. Louc:,.,ir'is mcasirrcc b'lit'c
exDcctlnc\'. Knowlecg': is mer.strrcd b'. r ccnrbinarion or edult Iiterec..,(trvo-ihirds
r,,e iuhr) and mc:n 

'cers oi schu.oIinq (onc-rhiici ,.veluht) Scenderd of Ii',,rn,{ is
nlc:rsttred bv Dttrcl:stng po,.!cr. brscC on i-eal CDP cer ctioir: r.ciusred ibr ihc lccei
cosr oI lrvinll (purch:rsrng power pJlrl'. or PPP)

lWty onlv th,ree ccmDonents )

The ideel w ouki oe cc iel'ie ct ail especls of hLrman exDenencs Tire leck ot' d:r:
imposes some Iimits on thrs. end mcre incjrcitors cculd perhaos be eddeci as tire
inibrmatron beccmes .i','ailable. But more rncicetors '.votrid not nccessarilv bc berer
Sonre mie.hc overieo ',vich :xisirng inorc:.rors: inre.nr monalir.;. rbr c;iample . is
elreldr reilec:ec rn [i:t e:ioeclAncr,. A-ci sCding more variebles could coniuse ilic
picrure enci derncr from che main rreacis

i-{ctw to comitine !:,tciicerors;neasureci in Ci-iyrenr tnit.s?
The measuring rod tbr GNP is monev. Tire breekthrough tbr the HDI. horvev'er. r,vas

co 5nd J. ccmmon meLsunng rod ibr the socro-economic distance rravelied. The FIDI
sers r minimum anci a maximrlm for eech dimension and then sholvs where e:ch
countn.' siands in reiation to ihese scales-expressed es a value benveen 0 and I. So.
sinc: Jre minimum aciult literac'v rare is 0?'o and che maximum is 10-0_7". the lrterec,,,
comDonent oiknorvledge ibr e cqumiv where_rlre lireracv rare is 7-i9.'o ryould-be-!-7j
S,rlifiIrn-ilh--e ililm-uriii'or trt'e .;<o*-.-* ir 2-irl.*, and the naa-rimum is Si u-eers

so ihe [ong?..,irv comoonenr ibr e countn'rvhere lifi 3)(Decianc'"'is 55 i'eirs rvoulci be
0 -i. For income ihe minirnurn rs Si{)0 (PPP)anci ilre rnaximum rs S.10.000 (PPP)
lncome lbove ch: ::\'er:ise ,.vorid income is rcijusteC usinq r progressivelv higher
discount rate. Tiie sccrc ibr ihc ihr:: ciimensions are ihcn everageC in en ov'era.ll
inde:i.

[s rt not n.t.t'ieciciii't.g lrt ta!,'.: iti:i .;;i't.,g!t r!t'Iior a cottn(rv.,vtth grecit ineuuc;iin")
Narronai tl'trtlacs cin ccnccil rnrrc;1. Tle bcsi solution,,vould bc !o crcetc scDrlnrte
t{Dls tbr ilte nrost signiilcenr,-r'otrD: br zcncier. ibr rrrunplc. or bv rncomc 3roLuJ.
reogr:rphicel recron. rirce oI crhnrc zrcuo Scparere FIDIs ivoulci re'zell r rnorc
dcl:ricd proiilc or'hunrln,lecrr'.arron rn.:ech ccunrr.'. rrrci,Jisaugres:cci HDIs eie
rlrcud.,' bclnu tncnrocc'i ibr ccuntnes ',vich surtcleut ,iltl.

i1o',v L:rn :he i!!)I ::c :r:;cc!'

Tirc HDlotfcrs:rn.ritcrnr[r';c co C]j P ibr mc:surrns:irc relarci',c icclo-ic3nornic
pro'Jr'iss oinlrrcns. it,:nlbie: pcl:pic.inci ihcir -ro,icinnlc:lts io i'.':iir.r:Itc Ilrour;is
')r.'ur rlllle 

-lncj ,C,jc::lnrrnu rr:eiltlaS ;Cr rlOIic', rntea.,cnti()n IC rlSO pe linrCS

lllSirtlCli"'C C()l11Dl'.1'1S()11S Ot J):Je:iunC:: rrt r.iiril:lc:'lt C:iull(i:c:-

vVhar',,rere iite rnain -rssun'lDtions rnlrce ln iire {,ic,,riloDrncnt rrt'rhe [-l Dl''
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GDP
index

Educrrtrort
irrdex

Lri'e

c.\pcctancY
index

r capl til

Ad.;ustcd
rcrtl

GDP

(PPPS)

I 995

Rcltl

CDP
pcr

clpitlt
(PPPS)

I 995

Cornbined
tl rs t-.

scco nd-

arrd third-
level gross

cnrollttcrlt
ratio

('2,) t995

Adrrlt
I itcracl'

rllte
|. .o/

t 99i

Lrtc
c\pcclllIICY

at birtll
(\'ell rs)

199-i

Higlt Itttntlo
der,'elopnrc-ut

0 9870 99jj:0 900321916 62i0 9Sl0()99'79 |I Clnaclr
0 9(167().ri75822t2',7 623 1.969299'7'7 63 Nonvav

0.9620796012 63 U, /J.)J76916IS8i256 Sevcltelles

Nltdiunt intman

de v c lo pntr: rt t
0 -r83'0.85 92i 100 0 s4-t3i 10066

I
'751 95.78i Cuba

0. 6 dZ0.8r6 ,l065r8,133l+33131.3 8Itt I\)1. t

89 South
Africr

0.8870.70150.+.r57561 1 5610 677l69851.7197 Botsrvana

Lor., ltturtut
dc"'eloprneut

0.2 r30.5 2 9l0.6093t42 i.99tt225261 6139 tndirt

0. I3 8i0.3 ir0.3 5-t958.'72959'2540. I46.i,
r66
lvlozambtque 0.1420.2621,0 t201,983 982.8225, 2950.2:168 Entrea

The table belolv 1-rives rhe human del'elopment index tor a t-erv countrles rn

the cliteqories high, medium and lorv ltuman development'

Humlrr
dcvelopnicnt

irrdex
(HDI)
vulue
I 995

0

09 09.
08

0.'l

0.7

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

@ The report States that "Knowledge is measured bv a combination of adult literacl'

(trvo-ririrds rveight) and meen year-s of schooling (one-third rveight) " Shorv with a

fe,,v examples tion'r the table a6ore that tire "education index" rvas calcttiated in this

wa)-

If you were part of the team developing the F{DI, would you have agreed with

the other team members that this is a good way to calculate the education

index? Why? WhY not?

How do you think the adult literacy rate is determined?

It is snted rlrac " . the mininrunr for lite expcctencv is 25 ycers and the maximttm rs-

35 vears. So tlte longcvity component for f, cottll[I1 rvhere lit'e e;<pectancy lS )) VcsIS

,"vould bc 0 i " Horv rvas0.5 otteincd'l Does votrr method rvork-tbr thc "lif'c

c\pcctarlc\; index'' tbr tlrc dit'fcrcnt countrlcs in the tablc abo'vc'l

ln dorng cllculetions of this nf,ttlrc \\e sAv tllf,t' we nornr:tlise thc mcasurc

ls thc cdtrclriort indcx also rrornrlliscd'l

For tlic dctcrnrinatlon oIrhc CDP it is statcd that "For inconrc t'hc minimurn is Sl0()

(PPP).rnd rhc nraxrrritrnr rs sl0.(xx) (PPP) lnconrc eborc thc llvcrilgc world irrcornc

rs ld..prstcd gsplg a prrtgrcssrvcll'Irgltcr discotrrlt rlrc -'T[c 
lIVcr:Ig€ lvorld incomc

tbr I99i rv:rs Pc:lgcd nr S j990 
I 16

,e

@
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.F

From the table Cenade's rcel cDP is edjusted fiom s2 tgl6 ro s62j0 gg accordine rothis calcLrlation. For consisren*.trre maiimum s40000 tbr the GDp *;;;;;;:'= '"
ad.lusted. This edjusted maximum according to the same crlcurarion rs .s63 r r

Does the fbrmula t'hxt tou have used tbr rhe life expectencr.end educntion indcxcsrvork fbr rlre calcularion of rhe GDp indcr.l

ln the paragraph headed "ilrttv ttt contbrne rnclicator.y meo,trrecl tn ciijierertttnits')" it is srrted ilrat ''The score ior the thrce dimensions ere [hc' a'eraged rn anol'erall index " Verit\, rhis sraterrrcnr.

In"LWtv only three comoonents?" it is stered that,,The ideal rvould bc to ret-lect ellaspecrs of htrman experience " sav,that vou want to include the upect,,Satistaction
rvith the government of the dal.,' in e rcvliscd HDI

How would'ou go about to meo.sure and no.nalise this aspect,l

ARE SCHOOLS ETFECTIVE? 
Y 
r,. Mt lc t1-2,- 'i-2 Co,. t ^iti ! a.t 

't tl!-t*r'' il'-ocbl

The lener belorv appeared in the Cape Times of 2j Aueust 2000. From the arricle iris evidenr that this surv'e\, does not gir.. 
"n 

ind.ication on horu. effective schools are.Horvever' there stili seems to be a need fbr some kind of rneasrlre on horv effective
schools are. You are grlen trre task to develop such a Schoor Effectrveness I,dex(sEI) Based on yotrr experiences rvith the price/performance index for printers andthe HDI develop such a SEI rhat schools cer Lrse

Apply your index to tlvo schools that you perceive as being different on avariety of aspects and-comment on you, index. If used, yoir index is likely to
be. challenged by parties wirh interests in maintaining priviieges certain
schools enjoyed under apanheid. write an arricre roiti-,e iocal n.*.spaper
defending your index.

fi1
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Members of Group t Discussing how to develop

& Combine different Community development

Components.
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